BE QUICK-!!!

ON THE FENCE

"The SIN of PRESUMPTION lies close beside the VIRTUE of PERFECT FAITH and CONFIDENCE in GOD...Upon this point MANY SOULS ARE WRECKED!"
SM 1:282.

THE VALLEY OF DECISION

"The TRACK of TRUTH lies close beside the TRACK of ERROR, and BOTH TRACKS may seem to be ONE - to minds which are NOT WORKED by the Holy Spirit, and which, therefore, are "NOT QUICK!" to discern. A DIFFERENCE between TRUTH and ERROR!"
SM 1:202.
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There is coming a SUDDEN HALT in the affairs of the Church. More and more this will affect the State, and the Laws. But it all starts with the SEALING. I know of few, if any - who appreciate just what is coming - and WHY!

* * * * * *

The Adventist world is being ROCKED TO SLEEP with the BLESSED ASSURANCES that THEY are going to up and "FINISH!" the work. But instead of that - THEY will be "FINISHED!"

* * * * * *

If anything is clear:

(A) There is a "SHAKING!" coming in this Church.

(B) Also called a "SEPARATION!" for life! Between the WISE and the FOOLISH! All sorts of things will take the stage then. The sea and the waves roaring.

(C) CATHOLICS do not come. It is the Church that fetches them. There must be twenty references for this - but the Blind Laodiceans do not see it because they do not WANT to see it - they would be about as popular among Adventists - as a skunk in a hen-house.

(D) Now two things happen. The time for DUMMYING-UP is past. It is all out in the open now - just as it was when the door of the Ark was closed. AFTER THE CLOSED DOOR - they became ALARMED - TOO LATE. God does not want anyone to come out of FEAR - but out of UNDERSTANDING CONCERN. And LOVE for the plan of salvation.

* * * * * *

THE PLAN OF SALVATION - does not call for a "UNITED!" people - but for a "SEPARATED!" people - to give the last SEPARATION Message. Both the MIDNIGHT CRY and the LOUD CRY - are messages of SEPARATION, and the "UNITY!" is only on the "TRUTH!". Does the Church want FAMILIES to be SEPARATED? No. But they will be. Look at the "TIME OF TROUBLE" chapter in GC 613. Now see the page ahead.


* * * * * *

WHILE THE CHURCH LEADERS CALL FOR "UNITY!" - "The Angel is to place a MARK upon the forehead of all who are SEPARATED from sin and sinners, and the DESTROYING ANGEL will follow - to slay utterly both old and young." T5:505. DA 152. T1:100. SG 2:201. RH 2:255. SEPARATION is the CONDITION of SALVATION.
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NEWSLETTER INSERT

(REPRINTED APRIL 1993)

Well, our little experiment is becoming interesting — the extension of "COMMUNITY LETTERS" to 12 — now going to 125 to 250. It seems most like this idea.

◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊

I am picking the letters out — not by date nor importance but simply as I gathered them together. So the first one is YAHWEH.

◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊

Dear Don & Amelia (Helmke) Lloyd: (Meadow Vista, CA.)

If I have to write about YAHVEH-YAHWEH-YAHSHUA-YAHKA-VITCH — (including 48 other variants — HEAVENS! Do not write to straighten me out — ON THAT!) The leader of YAHVISM has CHANGED the "ONE AND ONLY NAME" several times himself. And on his "3,000 mile quest" for the Sacred Name — did the same as you did — discovered it came from the JEWS.

◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊

Now let's go to the JEWS. NOT to the ENCYCLOPEDIAS the Yahvists PICK OUT — but just go into any BIG LIBRARY — and look up TETRAGRAMMATON — and they are NOT-EVEN-AGREED-ON-THAT! Whether it is: IHVH-JHVH-JHWH-YHVH-or-YHWH. And you will think you ran into a JEWISH or ADVENTIST SYNAGOGUE where they are all ABRACADABRAING at the same time! Like a Pentecostal Prayer Meeting. Or at the Wailing Wall.

◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊

Some may have sorted out what they THINK is the ANSWER — but JEWS HAVE NOT! THEY OPRONLy ADMIT the NAME with 26 some letters — is UNPRONONCABLE! So what is all the SURETY about? JEWS in Universities in New York do not agree with JEWS in Jerusalem. Also "YAHVEH" is of "COMPARATIVELY RECENT ORIGIN." How old is the English Language?
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200 years? Is "YAHWEH" any older than that? Why could we not find it in the 1910 or was that 1912 UNABRIDGED WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY? But let me go back to where you say you believe the SOP absolutely.

LIFTED OUT OF PK 209-10. And they can hardly say that SHE DID IT! when she was not around. She died in 1915 and THEY CHANGED it in 1917. HERE IS THE ORIGINAL:

"TWICE Ahaziah sent a company of soldiers to intimidate the Prophet; and TWICE the WRATH of an offended God fell upon them in JUDGMENTS...Men today may not pay homage to heathen gods, yet THOUSANDS are worshipping at Satan's shrine, as verily as did the King of Israel. The spirit of IDOLATRY is rife in the world today...SUPERSTITION and SATANIC WITCHERY are captivating the minds of many..."

"Today the mysteries of heathen worship is replaced by the SECRET ASSOCIATIONS and SEANCES, the obscurities and wonders of SPIRITUALISTIC MEDIUMS...under a different form...by more pleasing forms of SPIRITISM, such as the ELEIMANUEL MOVEMENT...CHRISTIAN SCIENCE, and by the mysticism of THEOSOPY and other ORIENTAL RELIGIONS...to ask help of the WORST ENEMY of his people...the Powers of (DRUGS-'SYMPATHETIC REMEDIES'-MAGNETISM) DARKNESS." RH 6:397. January 15, 1914. (PK 209-10.) Ev. 606.

SEE YOUR LIBRARY - "EMMANUEL (YAHWEH!) MOVEMENT!" IMMORAL-DRUNKARDS - if an unmarried girl has a baby - it was a "MIRACULOUS BIRTH!" - hence: "EMMANUEL WITH US!"

You are too firmly entrenched in this MESMERISM for me to have ANY HOPES of getting you out of it. My only hope is - to WARN OTHERS - BEFORE they get in the trap. But believe in the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS!"
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It is NOT a matter of saying: "YAHVEH!" But it is an ALL-OUT ATTACK against "GOD-JESUS-CHRIST-and-AMEN!" Is it not then the very "ANTICHRIST!" - ???

And if they would STOP THERE! But they do not. There is more to come! Not only do they DENY the INSPIRATION of the TESTIMONIES - but, as you did so ably in your Letter;

THE BIBLE - is full of the "THE NAMES OF BLASPHEMY!" - ZEUS-JUPITER - "The copy you have on your table is "FULL OF ABOMINATIONS AND FILTHINESS OF THEIR FORNICATION." Well, Sir - I feel that I have been RAPED. My new address will be "GRAND RAPE, B.C."

I do not feel that I can take away this baby of yours all wrapped in Swaddling Clothes. You, and many others make a Big Mistake in writing to the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY - because every time you do - I will write AGAINST IT - !!! The Lord willing. You can tell a MESSAGE by the people that accept it - and what I have seen - has not been anything to write home about...CHOOSE between YHWH or EGW - Amen.

Dear Elder Reuben Kezengwa:
Thank you for writing and the Greetings to the Believers. You have three beehives and do not have experience or equipment to remove the honey. If the Agricultural Dept. of Kenya will send trained men to remove the honey for you - that would be FINE! Let them do something for the MONEY they take from us by HIGH CUSTOMS. I think you should just keep after them. DO YOU HAVE SUCH A THING - as a Travelling Library? Or do they loan books by mail? It would best IF you read up on it. Perhaps some one on the list can send you some books or write and tell you how to do it. EAT HONEY when you work with the bees and wash off all SWEAT - then they will not bite you. {You can even work then without a uniform.} REUBEN KEZENGWA.
Dear Elder Peter Shikuku:

Your idea to set up a booth (kiosk) at the market is a good one. Perhaps others can help you to get started. A good opportunity to hand out Flyers. We do not have much that is suitable for Outsiders. We hope to start printing some. Have been working on one for two years. Do not know when it will be out. On the most important subject in this World - UNENDING HELL-FIRE TORMENT!

◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊

As to the management of affairs - many of your people are LIKE CHILDREN - not moved by FACTS and DOCUMENTATION - but by IMPULSE and swayed by a CROWD. So you know better how to handle it than we do from here. Do as you think best - it might be a mistake - but if we advise you from here - it might be a mistake, also. So what else can you do but do the best you can? The Lord has given you Wisdom as well as to us. Use it. You will have to handle these "SPIRIT WRESTLERS" very carefully.

◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊

Dear Brother Perez:

Yes, I have been watching the "SPECTRUM" Magazine like a hawk. I notice that what they RECOMMEND - soon becomes GENERAL CONFERENCE POLICY. And they are railroading ELLEN WHITE - OUT! OUT! OUT!

Some will feel very happy at this - and some will step on their underlip. What makes the difference? A-B-C.

(A) We have been telling them FOR YEARS! what EGW said they would do. They would give up the MHP and all the SANCTUARY TRUTHS - as JONES and WAGGONER did. But all they did was SNEER at us - the SMUG INSTITUTIONALIZED SLAVE to men's opinions - did not need to study the FACTS. Did not want to LOOK at them. THE FOOLISH VIRGINS had depended on the Faith of their Brethren, and cried: "PEACE & SAFETY!" COL 411.

(B) Now they are ALARMED! Now they PANIC! What to BELIEVE? Which SIDE to JOIN? (FORD-HUXTON-PAXTON?) Now perhaps they will LISTEN - I see you have it - SM 1:48. "The very last Deception of Satan will be to..." YOUR LETTER: "...you mention VOP - "NO SIGN of any Seven Last Plagues!" (If you cannot get a copy I can loan you mine or XEROX that article for you.)

YOUR LETTER: "Regarding the book "ALL EYES ON ISRAEL" -
- that one I have. Even though it sounds appealing, it will be a CURSE to every one that believes that book. It's as BAD as the MAXWELL BOOK. I wonder how many leading SDA's have swallowed that NONSENSE?!! The Pope is due in Washington this week...THE LAYWORKER ...There is a large article by Elder John Nicoli. Would you know him?" (Yes. His Father was the leader of the SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA GERMAN REFORM - where DURST was also for some years. He is likable and honest - but I am afraid he is getting in with the wrong crowd...This is the day that we are living in - people JOIN something and then just as quick - have to UNJOIN.) (C) We see in COL the FOOLISH VIRGINS are thrown in a PANIC when they realize they are WRONG - have been betting on the LOSING TEAM - and now it is TOO LATE (COL 412) - to do anything about it. THAT IS WHY WE WRITE.

SPECTRUM - August 1979. EGW - OUT! - OUT! - OUT! p.2,62-4. She said they would set up a "NEW ORGANIZATION" - SM 1:204-5 gives the DETAILS of this OMEGA OF APOSTASY. SM 2:390 says we are NOT to "JOIN!" this "NEW ORGANIZATION!" for that would mean "APOSTASY FROM THE TRUTH!" for they have no truth left! They are in Midnight Darkness. They put those two Testimonies a mile apart -

But they SHOULD have put them TOGETHER. SM 1:204-5 was given in 1904. THE NEW ORGANIZATION based on BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER. SM 2:390 tells us the History of the Past will be REHEARSED as we enter the closing Work. And we cannot now STEP OFF the FOUNDATION to go along with these BABEL-BUILDERS. Given in 1905 and belong together.

OUR TEXT IS: SM 1:204-5 describing the "OMEGA!" and they would build on the "SANDB!" and Storm and Tempest would sweep away their Structure. Notice that: "The FOUNDERS of this SYSTEM would go into the CITIES-CITIES-CITIES and do a WONDERFUL WORK... NOTHING would be allowed to stand in the way of this NEW MOVEMENT...Their FOUNDATION...built on the SAND." SM 1:205.

Now light a torch from this light to show the way in this MIDNIGHT HOUR: "...and make appeals to LAWYERS...to men who have NO CONNECTION with Heaven...filled me with KEEN ANGUISH. I saw men linking up arm in arm with LAWYERS, but
God was—not—in—their—company...they go to LAWYERS for help...I am commissioned to say to such that they are NOT MOVING UNDER THE INSPIRATION of the Spirit of God. "Is it not because there is not a God in Israel, that ye go to inquire of Baal-Zebub the god of EKRON?" 1 Kings 1:3. "...Is it necessary for the Lord to come to you with a ROD...?" T8:69. NL 96. Series A:337. LLM 132. T8:37. T2:337. GW 437.

Now keep your torch on high - as you read SM 2:153 showing how they will bring the LAW to bear "IN INDIGNATION!" to those who cross them with "REPROOF!" and "WARNING!"

Now get more LIGHT from T1:212-3. They will resort to "LAW!" - "without WISDOM and JUDGMENT!"

"Jesus did not...choose His disciples from among the learned LAWYERS, the RULERS, the SCRIBES, or the PHARISEES. He PASSED THEM-BY, because they PRIDED THEMSELVES on their LEARNING and POSITION. They were FIXED in their TRADITIONS and SUPERSTITIONS. He who could read all HEAVEN'S chose humble FISHERMEN who were willing to be TAUGHT." MH 197.

Now that we have this SPOTLIGHT on the SUBJECT - walk down CARROLL AVE. to #6930 - "OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL" - GC of SDA, Washington, D.C. 20012. There you ask for 50-page fancy brochure called "JD 1978."

There you read what some educated OAF or BUMMER wrote on the back page - (keeping in mind that whatever they do is so INNOCENT and HOLY and all - even the faces of those two SDA JUDGES on p.7 & 10 - I think I would choose HIMMLER rather than appear before those two "GENTLE PEOPLE!") and so we read the back page with SMELLING SALTS handy!
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"Williamsburg is RICH in American LEGAL traditions. It offers a unique FORUM for LEADERS of the General Conference of Seventh-Day Adventists to CONSULT informally with member LAWYERS concerning contemporary LEGAL ISSUES relevant to the FUTURE of the Church...confirm the appointment of a LAWYER DELEGATE to represent your Union Conference." CHRISTIAN LAWYER CONFERENCE, March 31 - April 2, 1978.

★★★★★★★

How much did and does that cost - in Tithes & Offerings?

NOW READ WITH THE GREATEST CARE:

R&H. August 30, 1979 - p.24 (920): "Voted into being at the 1978 Annual Council, the General Conference Office of HUMAN RELATIONS within the past nine months has been ORGANIZED, acquired a STAFF, and set about fulfilling the ASSIGNMENTS GIVEN it by the same council that established it...THE NEW NAME...The office was established to act as a general PLANNING AGENCY and COORDINATING COUNCIL...to INITIATE and DEVELOP long-range PLANNING. IN ALL AREAS, ON ALL LEVELS...recommending POLICIES and GUIDELINES as the NEED ARISES...in finishing the work."

★★★★★★★

UNDER THE GUISE of "HUMAN RELATIONS" - a very flexible term for the SDA GESTAPO - 1979 - !!! Because they are authorized to "...carry out OTHER 1978 Annual Council ACTIONS." WHAT DOES THIS MEAN - ???

△ △ △ △ △

Does this mean the SDA Ministry has ABDICATED their RIGHTS and OFFICE to a: "Guten Morgen" Herr Generaloberst Haupsturmführer SS Panzer Grenadier Swabian 24th Corps Das Deutsche von Sauerkraut Bruaten? Die Luftwaffe ringt um allen Fronten. (Adolph Wilson der Fux.)

NOW READ BEACH - R&H. November 1, 1979. p.8-10.
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There can be no greater SIN - than trying to keep the Commandments of God - (LEGALISM!) - the SECOND GREATEST SIN is to be INDEPENDENT - of THEM! EGW: "INDEPENDENT men of earnest endeavor are NEEDED, not men as impressionable as PUTTY...are not the men whom God calls...Men whom God will connect with His work are not limp and fiberless, without muscle or moral force of CHARACTER...INDIVIDUAL INDEPENDENCE and INDIVIDUAL POWER are the qualities now needed." T3:496-7. T2:490,308. TM 386. T5:189. T4:239. T3:104-5. T2:130. TM 343,325,302. PUR 31. GW 131. T1:209. TM 514.

"NOW NEEDED!"

BEACH CALLS FOR: "Seventh-Day Adventists intuitively recognize that the preservation of the worldwide UNITY of their church must be HIGH on their list of PRIORITIES. UNITY is the HALLMARK of God's true people...a well grounded confidence that what we believe is TRUE...knowing that we know it...(And then he has the NERVE to quote CWE 39. READ IT AND SEE!)..."MEN REST SATISFIED...and DISCOURAGE any further investigation of the Scriptures. They become CONSERVATIVE ("And at that time the SUPERFICIAL, CONSERVATIVE CLASS...will RE-NOUNCE THE FAITH and take their stand...

"...the superficial, CONSERVATIVE CLASS (WEBSTER: those inclined to sustain and maintain EXISTING INSTITUTIONS and VIEWS - OPPOSED to CHANGE! The PERFECT CHURCH MEMBER!)

THE...CONSERVATIVE CLASS (PERFECT CHURCH MEMBER!)...will renounce the faith and take their stand with its avowed ENEMIES (Billy Graham - Paxton - Larson - Vandenburg - Illuminati - One Worlder - Heppenstall - Talmudist - Reds)...

THE...CONSERVATIVE CLASS...RENOUNCE the FAITH and take their stand with its avowed ENEMIES, toward whom their sympathies HAVE-LONG-BEEN-TENDING! (So much so that they formed the 3-fold UNION in KEY '73! Which BEACH wants to CONTINUE! Looking for more DEATHS and LIGHTNING BOLTS!)
SO WE WILL BE TESTED AS A GROUP?

"This day is just before us. The members of the CHURCH will INDIVIDUALLY be TESTED and PROVED...perhaps SEPARATELY and ALONE!" T5:463.

ψ ψ ψ ψ

THE HATED INDIVIDUAL - THE BLESSED UNITED GROUP! - ???

"The work of preparation is an INDIVIDUAL WORK. We are NOT-SAVED-IN-GROUPS!" GC 490. RH Nov. 19, 1908. MB 197.

￥￥￥￥￥

"To STAND in DEFENSE of TRUTH and RIGHTEOUSNESS when the MAJORITY FORSAKE US, to fight the Battles of the Lord when Champions are FEW - this will be our TEST." T5:136.

Ο Ω Ω Ω Ω

ONE SENTENCE TELLS ALL!

"As the stORM approaches, a LARGE CLASS who have PROFESSED faith in the Third Angel's Message, but have not been sanctified (wanted to STOP at "JUSTIFICATION" and STUPIDITY "ALONE!")

Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω

"A LARGE CLASS...have not been SANCTIFIED through OBEDIENCE to the Truth, abandon their position (395,000 left the church - 1970 to 1975. RH July 14, 1975. p.7 (811). By this time under the PIERSION-WILSON Administration - 25% (¼) of the old-line membership have LEFT the Church! That is why they are appealing to LAWYERS to help them HOLD-THE-LINE!

Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ

"A LARGE CLASS...abandon their position, and JOIN the OPPOSITION." GC 608. 1884 GC 426. "They become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their former Brethren...THESE APOSTATES." (Same.) - 10 -
While this is going on - God's people do not let the **BLIND** lead the **BLIND** - (EW 68) - but in this Battle in the Day of the Lord - they **LISTEN** to the **MESSENGERS** - and **UNITE** - on the **TRUTH**! and no thing but the **TRUTH**! EW 69.

**AS ALREADY SHOWN** - in the great "**OMEGA**" they will go into the **CITIES** and do a marvelous work - **NOTHING** will be allowed to stand in their way - but they build on the **SAND** of Men's **CONJECTURES**. And **STORM** and **TEMPEST** will **SWEEP AWAY** the Structure, as it did in their **BIG BARNUM SPECIAL** - **THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH!** - **KEY '73!** SM 1:20.

---

**THE LORD PROMISED A "SCATTERING!"** among this people. In **EVERY ONE** of our institutions. T8:86. RH 6:437. TM 373. FCE 525. **THIS SCATTERING BEGAN** when 395,000 left the Church. 1970-1975. In the very middle of which they promised to fill the Church to the rafters! EEC promised a "**MEMBERSHIP EXPLOSION** that would be heard around the World!" Yes! They will win **LOW- GRADE RIFF-RAFF** who want salvation by **STUPIDITY "ALONE!"** Hudson and Littrell now want no **"MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!"**

---

**AS THEY INVITE THE SODOMITES IN** - God's people will go **OUT!!!** And in the "**SCATTERING TIME!**" the Lord will set His hand to **GATHER**! the **REMNANT** of His people - "**The REMNANT that is ESCAPED** of the House of JUDAH...For **OUT** of Jerusalem shall go forth a **REMNANT!**" PK 360-1. RH 6:493. "...**and shall assemble the OUTCASTS of Israel.**" Isa. 11:12; 37:31; 65:5; 56:8. Psa. 147.2 Jer. 8:2; 11:23. Eze. 6:... RH 6:186; 5:398.

---

**OF COURSE YOU WILL NOT FIND SUCH REFERENCES IN ANY INDEX!** Instead **WASHINGTON** will call a conclave of **LEGAL-BEAGLE LAWYERS** - **"CHRISTIAN LAWYER CONFERENCE - JD 1978!"** This was thirty Lawyers. When **CALIFORNIA** heard that - they called thirty-one - !!! Had some **LEGAL-BEAGLES** of their own!
"SPECTRUM" and "ADVENTIST FORUM" is now taken over by these LEGAL-BEAGLES! JUST WATCH - all those on the staff and on special assignments are LAWYERS and BLACK-POWER AGENTS. And more and more we are finding out they are TALMUDISTS! "ONE-WORLDERS!" They're teaching the SAME as the TALMUD! Especially FRED WRIGHT! 100%. Same as WAGGONER. 100% TALMUDISTS.

WHAT DOES BEACH SAY - ??? "THERE IS LITTLE OR NO UNIFYING POWER IN MISERY PRESERVING THE TEACHINGS OF THE PAST!" RH November 1, 1979. p.9 (1185).

And then echo the TALMUDIC RED-BOLSHEVIK SLOGAN OF: "THE UNIVERSAL FATHERHOOD OF GOD AND BROTHERHOOD OF MAN. THIS SUBLIME TRUTH..." (Same. p.10.) This, of course - calls for the 3-FOLD UNITY of MISSION-KEY '73!" So the Red Slogan of: "THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN!" and the Churches and the Crimson Harlot of Rev. 17:4, all call for: "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" While the Last Message is Rev. 18 - a call for: "SEPARATION!"

OR ELSE - "PARTAKE of her SINS, and...receive...of her PLAGUES!" Rev. 18:4. Travel 249. THE CONDITION - of being "SONS & DAUGHTERS of GOD" - is to come apart and be ye "SEPARATE!" In the book - "SONS and DAUGHTERS of GOD" - they took that OUT - again and again and again!

I had to learn from a Worldly source - that "SATAN! is the great UNIFIER!" And the more I thought of it - the more I realized it was TRUE!

(A) He had the WHOLE WORLD stay OUT of the Ark - only the HATED "INDIVIDUAL!" obeyed God. The SAME in Sodom and Gomorrah. The SAME with Elijah and the Baal-Priests.
(B) The SAME in Old Jerusalem. The "UNITY!" the CHURCH called for - was a UNITY AGAINST the "INDIVIDUAL!" Will people never learn? To "UNITE!" with them is the UNPAR-DONABLE SIN! Heaven will NEVER-FORGIVE-IT! KD&A also had the ENTIRE DENOMINATION on their side! And this SIN is to be REPEATED near the Close of Probation. SOP 1:306.

(C) While the BEACHES make a great plea for "UNITY!" - this is: "THE FATAL CHOICE! UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS...MANY will stand in our pulpits with the Torch of False Prophecy in their hands - kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan...Blow the Trumpet in Zion; SOUND-AN-ALARM...There is a people that will bear the Ark of God...They will show the people their transgressions, and the house of Jacob their sins. The CONFLICT is to grow FIERCER and FIERCER. Satan will take the field and personate Christ...the crop of Wheat became LESS and LESS (because they COWARDLY UNITED with the WRONG SIDE! T5:136,463,211. GC 608).

"For a time a FALSE ZEAL accompanied their NEW THEORIES, which HARDENED their hearts against the advocates of Truth as-did-the-JEWS against Christ." TM 409-411.

DO YOU REMEMBER WHAT BEACH SAID - (near the bottom of p.9. "UNITY!" is more important than TRU-ify!! Those who "DEPART FROM THE FAITH!" - are those who set up the IMAGE TO THE BEAST! GC 443-5.) And SM 1:204-5 says just HOW they will "DEPART from the Faith!" in their grand "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" of the OMEGA as they deny the MHP of the Sanctuary and adopt the Doctrines of BABYLON as listed and catalogued in GC 464-473 - the COUNTERFEIT!

INTO THIS SCENE - ENTER THE LAWYERS -

"SPECTRUM" run by LAWYERS. August 1979 they feature Margaret McFarland - URBAN PLANNER for the city of Toledo - studying LAW at the University of Michigan...

LAW-LAW-LAW-!!!
"If we are to preach the Gospel, it will have to be in cities. This fact..." p.53. In spite of the documentation she can produce – the "doughnut phenomenon" as the whites fled to the suburbs – and the "inner city" turned black – still and all -- "establishing or maintaining Churches in central cities would not only help stabilize the community, but also (Blah! Blah! Blah!)", p.55.

IN THE BLESSED OMEGA: "Our Religion would be changed... (by beach and also by McFarland)... a new organization,... Books of a new order... The founders of this system would go into the cities–cities–cities... nothing would be allowed to stand in the way of the New Movement... (Put 395,000 old-line membership that might object – put them out and bring in the city–slickers!) (With the doctrines of Brinsmead–Paxton–Larson–Heppenstall–Ford–numbers.)

"They would place their dependence on human power, which, without God, is worthless. Their foundation would be built on the sand, and storm and tempest would sweep away the structure." SM 1:204-5. 1904. B2:54.

Now that the prophetess has taken us step by step in the formation of the Grand Omega – should we believe her in the events still to take place – ???

(A) First is "LOVE!" & "UNITY!" When God said: "LOVE NOT!
(B) Then passed by Autumn Council – RH Dec. 18, 1969 to teach "IN COMMON!" with "ALL CHRISTIANITY!" p.20.
(C) Read it in GC 443-5. X-Mass – Easter – "I AM SAVED!" – "NO EFFORT!" – "NO WORKS!" – Heppenstall – Brinsmead – Wright – and Talmudic "character!" given when Christ–Messiah comes! And those who do
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not want to go along with this "NEW ORGANIZATION!" - take them to LAW - !!! Bring in the LEGAL-BEAGLES and SPECTRUM!

BLESSED are the INDIVIDUALS who do not UNITE with THEM!

"I saw men linking up arm in arm with LAWYERS, but God was not in their company." T8:37,69. LLM 132. NL 96.

"The Watchers...fall ASLEEP. At MIDNIGHT the cry is heard: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" COL 406.

When they have command of the pulpit - the airwaves - the press - and they say what they want - NO ONE DOES ANYTHING!

* * * * *

But when we obey God's command: "No longer consent to listen WITHOUT PROTEST to the PERVERSION of truth. UNMASK the pretentious SOPHISTRIES!" SM 1:196. B2:15. CH 289.

* * * * *

Then they sic on the WOLF-PACK! Then they resort to the only "LEGALISM!" ever CONDEMNED! They resort to LAW!

* * * * *

Many of us had fondly hoped if we SHOW them the TRUTH - they might believe. But we are finding out something else. The BETTER we do it - the CLEARER we bring it out and PROVE what EGW did say in the ORIGINAL WRITINGS - then you know what they do? Will the LEGAL-BEAGLES running this Church into the ground - take us to LAW? For publishing this...??? SPECTRUM. August 1979. p.63-4.

* * * * *

"Even WORSE, Ellen White's writings became a WEAPON...Fortunately, YOUR PUBLICATION of these minutes helped DEMOLISH THIS STRAW MAN of INFALLIBILITY...IF...the Testimonies are UNCERTAIN on historical and theological ques-
tions," then how can we place \textit{IMPLICIT CONFIDENCE}...(in other areas.) PERSONALLY, I\textit{-HAVE-NO-ANSWER}...to the \textit{PUBLUM} of \textit{INFAILLIBLE QUOTATIONS} provided by the \textit{INDEX} and soon to be speeded by \textit{COMPUTERS}...(In all these writings - \textit{ABBREVIA-
TIONS} and \textit{EMPHASIS} - MINE. Do not either accept or quote - SEE ORIGINAL.)

\* \* \* \*

\textsc{FROM ANOTHER LETTER PRINTED BY THEM} - copyright \textsc{LAW was never intended to cover up LIES-DECEPTION-ERROR-
LIBEL-PROVOCATION-DISTORTION-RABBLE-ROUSING} using the mails to \textsc{DEFRAUD!}

\* \* \* \*

"To the Editors: (Our letter to these Editors would NOT be printed. Because they have ONE OBJECT in mind - to \textit{GET!} EGW. As you can see in this letter:) \textit{It was a GREAT SURPRISE}, and became a \textit{GREAT PLEASURE} to read the unedited minutes from that Educational Convention away back in 1919 in Takoma Park (Vol. 10, No. 1). What mental suffering would have been saved me personally, and I am sure to hundreds of young ministers, had we had this information...I FIND DISCREPANCIES and DIFFICULTIES GALORE....My mental agony was intense; the torment was sufficient \textsc{TO ENDANGER MY SANITY}. Here I find that the leaders of the work in my time had the \textsc{SAME CONCLUSIONS I HAD}. But why did I have to wait 50 YEARS to discover this?...Incidently, isn't it time to \textsc{STOP PUBLISHING HER MATERIAL?} p. 64.

\textbf{DO YOU SEE WHAT IS HAPPENING?}

When we did not agree with the Church Leaders - they nicely invited us - \textbf{OUT - !!!}

\* \* \* \*

\textbf{SHOULD WE NOT RETURN THE COURTESY?}

If they do not want to go by the \textbf{PRINCIPLES} and \textbf{TEACHING} on which this denomination was based in the beginning - \textbf{LET THEM GET OUT - !!!} But, no. Like \textbf{TROJAN HORSE JUDAS ISCARIOTS} - they want to stay \textbf{IN - !!!} Take over the doctrines \textbf{BY FORCE!} And throw out \textbf{EGW!} - 16 -
"The ones REPROVED may RISE UP IN INDIGNATION and seek to bring the LAW to bear upon God's MESSENGER, but in doing this, they are NOT bringing the LAW upon the MESSENGER - but upon CHRIST, who gave the REPROOF and the WARNING.

If a SUIT is instituted in earthly tribunals, and God suffers it to come to trial, it is that His own Name may be glorified...God calls for men of DECIDED fidelity. HE HAS NO USE IN AN EMERGENCY FOR TWO-SIDED MEN. He wants men who will lay their hand upon a wrong work and say, "This is NOT according to the Will of God." Letter 19½, 1897. NL 96.

(The above is from a publication tied together with shoelaces called: "NOTEBOOK LEAFLETS" Volume 1. The idea by Arthur White was to publish Volume 2, which he never did. Instead the WHITE ESTATE will write and tell you - "EVERYTHING!" in NOTEBOOK LEAFLETS was put into the "SELECTED MESSAGES!" That is a LIE and a HALF!)

* * * * *

THE ABOVE is in SM 2:153. And the RH for Nov. 11, 1965 p.4 - says the "SELECTED MESSAGES!" contain "WORLD FOR WORD" excerpts. But write them about p.91 (EDUCATION - No. 6, p.3) and see the run-around they will give you. Will some one HOLD-THEM-TO-THE-POINT! and write and ask them WHERE this was ever quoted again:

* * * * *

"The Church is in the Laodicean state. The presence of God is not in her midst." p.3. Education - No. 6. (If you count from the beginning of the book and put in your own paging - this is page 91.)

* * * * *

That God is NOT in the midst of Laodicea, but is knocking from the OUTSIDE - and will "PASS BY!" - is found in SM 1:357. T8:72,150,250. See also T7:219. SG 4:13. T5:211. Was this one ever printed elsewhere - ??? -

* * * * *

"If His people will not follow in His way, the Lord will employ heathen princes to do His will..." MS 14, 1901. NL 54. "THE CHURCH" - No. 4, p.2.  - 18 -
"Their poverty, the FEWNESS of their NUMBERS, was urged over and over again as a REASON why men should not connect themselves with these simple-minded FISHERMEN who followed Jesus...By the GREAT MEN of the World and by a world-conforming church, they are OPPOSED and DESPISED...As in earlier ages, the SPECIAL TRUTHS for this time are found NOT - NOT - NOT with the ECCLESIASTICAL AUTHORITIES, but with men and women who are not TOO LEARNED or TOO WISE to BELIEVE - the Word of God...THE-LAST-MESSAGE-OF-WARNING and mercy is to..."TAKE-OUT-OF-ThEM-A-PEOPLE for His Name...and the earth shall be LIGHTENED!" COL 78-9.

* * * * *

"While they TRUST to the guidance of HUMAN AUTHORITY - NONE will come to a SAVING KNOWLEDGE of the Truth." (They will STOP at "FAITH ALONE!") DA 141.

* * * * *

STEPS TO CHRIST -

"DESIREs for goodness and holiness are right as far as they go; but if you STOP HERE, they will avail NOTHING!" SC 47-8. "That so-called "FAITH!" in Christ, which PROFESSES to release men from the obligation of OBEDIENCE to God, is not "FAITH!" - but "PRESUMPTION!" SC 61. "GROW UP!" SC 75. "GROW UP!" SC 81. "GROWING MORE AND MORE!" SC 83. "There are certain CONDITIONS...One of the FIRST of these is that we feel our NEED of HELP..." (Did you CIRCLE that WORD? Did you UNDERLINE it in RED?) SC 95. "If we regard INIQUITY in our hearts...the Lord will not HEAR US." SC 95. "WE HAVE A WORK TO DO in complying with the CONDITIONS of ACCEPTANCE." SC 96.

* * * * *

"FORGIVE OTHERS in the SAME MANNER, and to the SAME EXTENT, as we hope to be FORGIVEN." SC 97. (This does not mean FORGIVE-FALSE-DOCTRINE! The Christian will DIE - before he will FORGIVE THAT!)

* * * * *
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"We KNOW that we are not following CUNNIGNLY DEvised FABLES." SC 112. "Go thy way Daniel: for the words are closed up and sealed to the Time of the End...the wicked shall DO wickedly: and IN:" of the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND; but the WISE shall UNDERSTAND." PK 516.

* * * * *

"Hear the Word of the Lord, ye children of Israel...My people are DESTROYED for lack of KNOWLEDGE; because thou hast rejected KNOWLEDGE, I will also REJECT THEE, that thou shalt be no priest to me...THEY SACRIFICE UPON THE TOPS OF THE MOUNTAINS, (Go up the hill to greet the rising sun - with Billy Graham on the Pope's SUNDAY!)...and BURN INCENSE upon the Hills...for themselves are SEPARATED with WHORES, (Go by fornication "ALONE!") and they sacrifice with HARLOTS; therefore the people that doth not UNDERSTAND - shall FALL... Ephraim is joined to Idols; let him alone." Hosea 4:....

* * * * *

(Sr. White said to read ISAIAH-JOHN-JEREMIAH-EZEKIEL - as applying to our time. T5:753. T1:270. RH 5:542. BC 4:1159.) "Therefore the Lord shall cut off from Israel HEAD and TAIL, BRANCH and RUSH, in one day...For the LEADERS of this people cause them to ERR; and they that are led of them - ARE DESTROYED!" Isa. 9:14-6. "THESE LEADERS...act like men who have LOST-THEIR-REASON." TM 70,73,99. CC 607. ST 4:62. BRISBIN 27.

* * * * *

Dear Brother Eduardo:

Thank you for writing. If I read correctly between the lines, your health has much improved. Glad you liked the photo-offset copy of the PIONEERS belief of the 144,000 PHILADELPHIANS.

Here these poor Laodiceans think they are going to give the only LAST MESSAGE - and it is their prerogative to "FINISH THE WORK!" by UNITING with BILLY GRAHAM and his TEL AVIV RED BOLSHEVIKS and at the same time holding hands with a Pope dressed like the Woman of the Revela-

tions.

When here is a "PROCESSION" found in COL 406 - coming out of NOWHERE! who give the real and only LAST MESSAGE - a Straight Testimony TO (not FROM!) TO the
Laodicean FOOLISH VIRGINS. As "GO YE OUT!" swells into the LOUD CRY. "Come OUT of Her - My people!" And with that - HISTORY as we know it - has come to an end. Hope you are prospering in the Lord.

Dear Sr. Hampe:

I believe I sent you that article - was that in "NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION BULLETIN?" - about the DROPS used in Europe - to DISSOLVE CATARACTS? But may not work except in FRESH CASES. I think a Doctor could get some for EXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.

I sent you most of that SWISS "EYE-BRIGHT" TINCTURE. And when I used some of what was left - I was SURPRISED that it did not STING! Just as you found. The answer no doubt is that when I used the top of the bottle that was heavy in ALCOHOL - and it is the ALCOHOL that did the BITING and BURNING. My eye had bothered me for over a year - nothing worked - but that sure did it! But I see now as we get down in the bottle - it does not STING like that. So we could use more. I mixed it with the CHRISTOPHER "EYE-BRIGHT" and so did you. Really pray it works for you. How often to use it? Christopher says three times a day. Thank you for your nice letter and hope we can face the stormy days ahead.

Dear Sister:

The paper you sent - "AMERICA'S PROMISE" - Sept.-Oct. 1979 - sure does EXPOS the Adventist Friend - BILLY GRAHAM! "PEOPLE" MAGAZINE for Dec. 22, 1975 revealed ILLUMINATI BERNARD BARUCH picked him out to be PUBLICIZED way back in 1948. And Billy now admits he worked closely with Martin King in the riots and mobs in the South. RNS. March 31, 1979. Adventist Leaders have to get on the bandwagon of anything that goes over BIG! Seeking the ACCLAIM and APPLAUSE of the Great Men of the Earth. SO DOES THE STREET WHORE of REV. 18:3,4,9,20,23.

Dear Sister:

I will quote part of your letter, so others can enjoy it. "Received your reply September 26th...your huge packet of
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Fliers and Community Letters. So I started by date with Community Letters first reading and ended last one this morning.  

"WO!! Such a ding-dong Samuel Roberts - sure devil-possessed. But there is that Threefold Union and even the SDA's will be in the midst. I went to Enterprise Press in Riverside for ALYNE YATES' article. Well - the SDA Organization is getting worse and worse till she shall abhor herself - but there is that "TOO LATE!" thing."

"Well no I've finally got that straightened out in my thinking on EW 269 and T1:181-182 - YOUR NEXT COMMUNITY LETTER: (So tell it STRAIGHT for my benefit!)

THE MIDNIGHT CRY is given to GOD'S PEOPLE and they FLEE - "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" from the SDA Churches - THEN THE LOUD CRY STARTS for the World or Babylon. I know there will be no "GREAT MULTITUDE" as I can read: "144,000 in Number."

But there will be Martyrs. (Rev. 6:9-11). I'll just write the important parts: "I saw the souls of them that were slain for the Word of God." - "How long, O Lord, dost Thou not judge and avenge our BLOOD on them that dwell on the Earth?...And it was said unto them, that they should rest yet for a little season, until their fellow servants also SHOULDBE-KILLED as they were, should be fulfilled."

Rev. 20:4. "And I saw the souls of them that were BEHEADED for the witness of Jesus and for the Word of God and which had NOT (had not done WHAT and WHEN does this apply as no Mark of the Beast as yet) worshipped the Beast, neither his Image, (WTF 8,9,19) neither had received his Mark upon their foreheads."

1884 GC 429. "When the LOUD CRY shall be given, it will arrest the attention of these leading men through whom the Lord is now working, and some of them will accept it, and will stand with the people of God through the Time of Trouble." (So they would have to be PART of the 144,000.)

Now read 1884 GC 397. T5:449. GC 581. "LEARN what the purposes of Rome really are...She is piling up her lofty and massive structures, in the secret recesses of which her former persecutions will be repeated."

She wouldn't go to all that trouble if she won't kill them and they will be Martyrs.

Now for some other statements you might be interested in:
ST April 21, 1881. p.221,222. "For one man's sin THE DISPLEASURE OF GOD will rest upon a people, or a nation till the transgression is searched out and punished...We repeat, God holds the Church responsible for its INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS...those who have the TRUE love of God in their hearts will NOT teach that sin should be handled with GLOVED HANDS."
"ST January 20, 1881. p.213 is good – too long to copy, read it in your SIGNS OF THE TIMES – Volume 1:... Please do not use my name..."

WE WILL TRY AND BOIL DOWN THE QUESTION RAISED -

And this will be in reply to another letter about the same thing. This is not meant to be COMPREHENSIVE – just a quick once-over – in "TELEGRAM STYLE."

(1) The Judgment of the living starts. "SOON, none know HOW SOON." 1884 GC 315. 1888 GC 490. 1889 T5:526. "Several times during the past winter (1888-9) I have met the report that, during the Conference at Minneapolis, "Sister White was shown that the JUDGMENT, which since 1844 had been passing upon the righteous dead, had now begun upon the LIVING." THIS REPORT IS NOT TRUE... careless: hearers reported what they THOUGHT they heard." T5:692. (1889). 1900. T6:130.

(2) We can also show statements that the "MARK OF THE BEAST" – has not yet come. And the MARK OF THE BEAST runs concurrently with the "SEALING!" "What are you doing, Brethren, in the great work of PREPARATION? Those who are UNITING with the World are receiving the worldly mold and PREPARING for the "MARK OF THE BEAST!" Those who are DISTRACTFUL of SELF, who are HUMBLING themselves before God are PURIFYING their souls by OBEYING the TRUTH – these are receiving the Heavenly Mold and PREPARING for the SEAL of GOD in their foreheads." T5:216. 1882.

(3) A devastating statement: "The work of PREPARATION is an INDIVIDUAL WORK. "WE ARE NOT SAVED IN GROUPS!!!" GC 490.

(4) Another devastating statement: "Ye KNOW NOT when the TIME IS!" GC 490. "The RIGHTEOUS and the WICKED ALL UNCONSCIOUS that the FINAL, IRREVOCABLE DECISION..."
has been pronounced in the Sanctuary above...SILENTLY, UNNOTICED as the MIDNIGHT THIEF, will come the decisive hour which marks the FIXING of every man's destiny... WATCH YE THEREFORE..." GC 491. (315).

(5) We know two things:
   (a) The SEALING is a PROGRESSIVE WORK - it takes TIME.
   (b) Many will be laid to rest.

(6) There are two OUTSTANDING CHARACTERISTICS of those who receive the SEAL. (CHANGED in your GC 436 and other references fail to show that):
   (A) "THE ANGEL DECLARES, "Here are they that KEEP the Commandments of God and the faith of Jesus." 1884 GC 275-6,282. "He that turneth away his ear from hearing the LAW, even his PRAYER shall be ABOMINATION." GC 436.
   (B) "MARK—THIS—POINT—WITH—CARE: Those who receive the PURE MARK OF TRUTH...are those "that sigh and that cry for ALL the ABOMINATIONS that be done" in the Church...Read the 9th chapter of Ezekiel. But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not thus SEE...and BEGIN at My Sanctuary." T3:267,271. RH 2:49. T5:211.

(7) (The above was under the title of: "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH.") I wonder if we need to hunt out the evidence and the proof - those too YOUNG, too OLD, too WEAK - will be laid to rest in the SEALING TIME. So there you will have AN UNDETERMINED NUMBER that the 144,000 will: "The GRAVES opened, and the DEAD came up clothed with immortality. The 144,000 shouted, Hallelujah! as they recognized THEIR FRIENDS who had been torn from them BY DEATH..." WTF 15. EW 16.

(8) Just like in the Days of Noah - only eight were in the ark - but who knows how many others were laid to rest? Then again - when "NUMBERING" Israel - wives and children were not "NUMBERED!" Only the Heads of Households. We have no intention of arguing that point. We leave that with the Lord. We will not lose one minute of sleep over it. Why should that bother us?

(9) "LIVING" righteous receive seal "PRIOR to Close of Probation." SM 1:66. God's people must be "TESTED" before they receive the SEAL. BC 7:976. T5:382. VERY SHORT PERIOD. EW 58.

(10) Some believe it is seven years. MIDNIGHT CRY - 3½ years. LOUD CRY = 3½ years. "Every soul that has named the name of Christ has a case PENDING (NOT—YET—DECIDED!) a case PENDING at the Heavenly Tribunal. IT IS COURT WEEK WITH US, and the decision passed upon EACH CASE
will be **FINAL** 1884 GC 315. ( Lifted **OUT** of your book p.491.) "...then will there be a **NATIONAL APOSTASY** which will end only in **NATIONAL RUIN**." 1884 GC 410. BC 7:976-7. (A whole **PARAGRAPH** lifted **ou**t of your book - GC 592.) Uriah Smith and Confederacy did not like any of this - **ONE-LITTLE-BIT-!!!**

(11) If the **SEALING** lasts seven years - **MANY** could be **MAR-TYRED** or otherwise pass away.

(12) So that the **RIGHTIOUS** who are "**TRANSLATED WITHOUT SEEING DEATH!**" EW 283. Like **ELIJAH**. EW 162. PK 227-8. EW 164. SOP 2:337. T5:692. Cannot be destroyed once **SEAL** is **FIXED**! EW 284. PP 88,477. MM 99.

◊◊◊◊

"**DIE!**" - **"OR BE TRANSLATED."** T2:453. **"ENOCH...was a representative of the Saints who LIVE amid the perils and corruptions of the Last Days...**TRANSLATED! **So, also, the faithful who are ALIVE and REMAIN, will be TRANSLATED!"** T2:122. SR 59. DA 421.

◊◊◊◊

"In every case the great decision **IS-TO-BE-MADE** whether we **SHALL** (future tense) **SHALL receive the MARK of the BEAST or his Image, **OR: the **SEAL** of the **LIVING GOD!"** T8:130. 1900. GC 648.

◊◊◊◊

(13) The case of some of the 144,000 may seem **HOPELESS** - some will be **SLAVES** - who will shake off their chains. EW 286. Aga. in the **PHILADELPHIAN 144,000** come forth from **DUNGEONS, SCAFFOLDS - **ADJUDGED the vilest criminals."** COL 179-180. 1884 GC 467. GC 650.

"**ALL!**" **GIVE THE LAST MESSAGE - !!!**

Apparently left to die in dungeons. GC 626. 1884 GC 445. But Angels will attend them. GC 627. Our bread and water will be **SURE**. EW 282. That is only a **WORD**. But do we realize the **WICKED** will have **NOTHING** but **BLOOD** to drink or to use for any other purpose. So water being "**SURE!" is a **PROMISE**, as well as being translated "**ALIVE!" is also a **PROMISE** - that no matter how the sea and the waves may roar - or the roar of the Dragon - His Saints will be safe in His hands. **THIS-IS-A-PROMISE-!!!** — 25 —
(14) The WICKED want to slay the SAINTS - and Adventists go to the Catholics (Catholic U.S.A. President?) to obtain their influence to bear against the Saints. Due to the rabble-rousing articles written by HUDSON in RUE'S LAYWORKER against "MORAL BEHAVIORISM!" Due to HATE-MONGERING articles written in the "SABBATH SENTINEL" by LITTERELL. Due to the USUAL "CURSING!" of "Individual INDEPENDENCE and individual POWER are the QUALITIES NOW NEEDED!") T3:497. But BEACH in the RH Nov. 1, 1979 - p.8,13 - and from EVERY PULPIT tearing down tirades to get the "SENSELESS RABBLE" killing mad - so they will go to the Catholics for LEGAL HELP. (Magen & Spaulding p.2,3) to pass the DEATH DECREES because of the PLAGUES. EW 36-7. T1:204. GC 628-631. But their pulpit JEERING will STOP! at the "VOICE OF GOD!" EW 282. GC 656.

IN THE GRAND OMEGA OF APOSTASY - SM 1:204-6. Their COLD, FROZEN "UNITY!" likened to an ICEBERG and god's people are to MEET IT! - in "THE BATTLE in the DAY of THE LORD!" EW 69. T8:41. THE ANDERSONS and the THE BEACHES - DEAD - but will not lie down - have to come out of RETIREMENT to write Eleven Hate-Mongering Articles in a row - "UNITY is the HALLMARK of God's true people...THIS CHURCH WILL TRIUMPH only in ORGANIZED UNITY!" RH Nov. 1, 1979. p.8. (1184).

JUDAS thought and taught - the SAME. He also took thirty pieces of silver and came with the kiss of "UNITY!" When God's message is: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" COL 406.

"If UNITY could be secured ONLY by the COMPROMISE of TRUTH and RIGHTEOUSNESS, then let there be DIFFERENCE - and even WAR!" GC 45. SR 324. DA 279. T1:274.

"THE REFORMATION...FAREL entered upon his work..."That CANNOT be the Gospel of Christ!" urged the PRIESTS, "seeing the preaching of it does not bring PEACE, but WAR!" GC 230-1.
THE GREATEST UNITY this Church ever saw or hoped to see - was in FROOM'S 40-year plan. 1933 TO 1973. Used to call for "CHURCH EXPENSE" - once a year. Then twice a year. Now in many churches it is every second MONTH! And then have to put the PRESSURE on them to give MORE-MORE-MORE-!!! To pay for HEAT that LOFTY EMPTY DOME - in that modern "BIRD CAGE." Have to hold a newspaper over your head with the UNCLEAN BIRDS of the APOCALYPSE up there in the rafters.

TTTTTT

1950 - Wieland and Short wrote NOT-ONE-WORD-!!! About 1888. To get their credentials back, and to be elevated in office - they signed their name to some "1888 THESIS!" But the REAL thesis was against the "FALSE CHRIST" coming into the Church via BILLY GRAHAM - NORMAN VINCENT PEALE - and other mighty princes of BABYLON.

&&&&&&

1966 - Wieland and Short - no doubt DEATHLY AFRAID of their lives - WELCHED on the deal - and left the field WIDE OPEN! for Roy A. Anderson to BUY and RUSH that "NEW YORK CENTER" to completion to TRAIN 1,000 USHERS for the BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE. RAA being one of those "USHERS!" to tell Billy Graham converts to "Go to the church of your choice!" Like a Harlot: "LOVE EVERYBODY-ISM!" What WIELAND and SHORT had called "THE LOVE FEST!" - now bore fruit in RAA going to Berlin, Germany - 1966.

III III III

1966 - in the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE for May 1966 - RAA calls on all SDA Ministers to "PRAY!" for the alleged "HOLY SPIRIT" - to fall on these SMOKERS, UNENDING TORMENT HELL-PRIESTS-OF-BAAL, with BEER and PORK in their belly. "Dr. Billy Graham, cochairman...this forthcoming WORLD CONGRESS on EVANGELISM - a subject of EARNEST PRAYER....these DEVOUT LEADERS...the NEED for such a World Congress...PRAYER and PRAYING THROUGH!!...such EARNEST CHRISTIAN LEADERS; to PRAY with them...is a privilege indeed...EVANGELICAL STALWARDS...pray for all GOOD CAUSES...for an outpouring of HIS POWER upon THIS GATHERING...Says Dr. Billy Graham...We are going to let the Spirit speak..." p.10-11. May 1966. (ROY A. ANDERSON.)
1967 - This was followed by N.R. Dower who took the place of RAA as Ministerial Secretary - called for this Laodicean HARLOT to enjoy "PENETRATION!" - in the Congress on Evangelism in Berlin and its aftermath. Laying in the lap of Satan and bringing forth accordingly. June 1967.

Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω

1969 - Things are happening fast now. Since Wieland and Short abdicated their RIGHTS - which put the fear of God into any other Ministers that MIGHT have wanted to keep Billy Graham OUT of the citadels of Jehovah - but instead they put their heads in the noose - the Autumn Council Resolution to "WIN SOULS!" we must give up the Third Angel's Message and teach "IN COMMON!" with the other churches. RH Dec. 18, 1969. p.20. (As predicted GC 443-5.)

★★★★★★★★★

1970 - The Talmudic ONE-WORLDER JEW BOOK by Tel Aviv Maxwell - featured to this day on the two largest TELECAST programs. FREE! By the semi-trailer TRUCK LOADS! Ask for two! May take a month. Give one to an SDA to show him what his NEW RELIGION IS. Do not (Repeat!) DO NOT give this to an outsider to contaminate him with more TALMUDISM! We have more than enough now. As it was in the Days of Christ. Wieland and Short can take the blame for allowing this to get out of hand. So that:

1971 - a secret directive in every SDA Church - go out in the afternoon - and call back all AWAKENERS and REFORMERS. If Beach is calling for "UNITY!" - they HAD IT THEN - beyond their WILDEST DREAMS! 1957 - the "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" book by R&H quickly followed by "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION" by Father Sebastian Froom paved the way for the greatest "UNITY!" that Beach will ever hope to see. Did any of that bring the promised "LATTER RAIN"? - ???

-------------------------------

1972 - Wright in March - Brinsmead in May - 1972 went over to Heppenstall TALMUDISM.

1972 - No Character/Nature Change till CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES! There goes everything that Sr. White ever wrote - RIGHT-OUT-THE-WINDOW-!!!
We mention just one thing here. What if — in the Order of Events —

(A) The SEALING of those who show My People "ALL" their ABOMINATIONS — chief of which is keeping Billy Graham's EASTER — on the Pope's SUNDAY! Ezekiel 8. 1888 GC 387. (Will ONE SDA Minister EVER quote THAT in ANY SDA Church?) Or are they merely "HIRELINGS!" as BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT proved to be in 1972 — to TEACH as they are PAID! BRINSMEAD was given a FUND of well over TWO or THREE MILLION DOLLARS. WRIGHT could hire "FULL-TIME WORKERS!" Add a $50,000.00 addition to the BUNKUM PRESS. And fly in "AIREY-PLANES!" all around the world. But the HIGHER they go — the HARDER they FALL — !!!!

(B) THE SEALING in the MOST HOLY PLACE which the CHART featured by HUDSON in 1960 — and by RDB and FTW to this day — gave us: "JUSTIFICATION!" if we found "CHRIST" — in the alleged "OUTER COURT!" Followed by HARDINGE handing this to you in the GC Session - RH June 19, 1970. p.9,10. And NO OBJECTIONS for two or five years later in the two DAVIS LETTERS. Just as she PREDICTED — they would DROP the TESTIMONIES and DROP the SANCTUARY TRUTHS — which is what JEW WAGGONER DID! Who went by the TALMUD! As did the JEWS in the DAYS OF CHRIST! for that HISTORY to be "REPEATED!" has MORE MEANING than we THOUGHT! BILLY GRAHAM is the CHIEF AGENT in the World to try to tie together JUDEAISM with ROMANISM in a THREE-FOLD NUPITAL KNOT — with APOSTATE FROMOMISMA-MAXWELLISH-PHENSTALLISM — MISSION-KEY '73 with E.E.CLEVELAND "COORDINATOR!"

(C) If the SEALING in the MHP takes place in the USA and SDA first; as "JUDGMENT MUST COMMENCE WITH..." If this is followed by the "LOUD CRY!" If Christ then steps OUT of the MHP — into the OUTER COURT!

(D) If the Angels that were holding the FOUR WINDS. EW 36—8. If they let go as all "HELL" breaks loose — in SEVEN LAST PLAGUES, which is the CAUSE of the DEATH DECREE! EW 36. But as 1,000 shall fall by the side and 10,000 at thy right hand — which JAMES and ELLEN WHITE put in the Testimonies AGAIN and AGAIN and AGAIN — and URIAH SMITH took it OUT — AGAIN and AGAIN and AGAIN —

(E) Will that change the FACT that it will COME? There is only
ONE PROMISE - the SEALED SAINTS CANNOT DIE! The first and only community of saints that will NEVER DIE! Let the sea and the waves roar - let the WICKED be no more. Let the few diseased specimens that are left - come to the camp of the saints -

LET THE DEATH DEGREE HOUR DRAW NEAR - as some FRED WRIGHTS and BIRDIE GRAYS - cannot be restrained by the LEGAL SDA BEAGLES and their CATHOLIC LAWYERS - MIDNIGHT is the HOUR!

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

But some try to break loose BEFORE MIDNIGHT - .and are STRUCK DOWN! or PARALYZED! by the unseen ANGEL GUARD - who are even now "CAMPEP IN THE VALLEYS!" as we see the angels of God LEAVING those who worship in the OUTER COURT or FIRST APARTMENT - is this not CLEAR in the 1846 BROADSIDE - and have we not offered it FREE - with NO NAME ON IT - to MANY PUBLISHERS - and NOT ONE WANTS IT to this day! Because IT-DOES-NOT-FIT with the TALMUD IDEA - BILLY GRAHAM - SPURGEON - MORMONISM - JW - HWA - EVANGELICALISM and all the rest! But where they will ALL FALL is when this MIDNIGHT HOUR EARTHQUAKE HITS and CAUSED by the "VOICE OF GOD!" - when apostate OMEGA ADVENTISTS will know ALL ABOUT the "VOICE OF GOD!" - as mountain chains sink carrying their living freight with them. 1884 GC 454. (Left OUT of your GC 637 and otherwise PERVERTED.) When the DEMONS and even GROTHEER and other TALMUDISTS and MOHAMMEDANS want to make Christ ALL "MAN!" And when the FRED WRIGHTS want to be "EQUAL!" with Christ as Satan did in Heaven, as WAGGONER did on Earth. "NOT SO MUCH AS A HAIR'S BREADTH DIFFERENCE!"

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

But here, at the "VOICE OF GOD!" - they will SUDDENLY KNOW there is a DIFFERENCE between a GOD and a MAN! "Inhabited islands DISAPPEAR with their LIVING FREIGHT. The SEAPORTS are SWALLOWED UP...GREAT HAILSTONES, every one "about the weight of a talent." (SMITH'S BIBLE DICTIONARY - just as there is a DIFFERENCE in a JEWELRY [gold and silver] OUNCE or POUND - just as there is a DIFFERENCE between the AMERICAN and CANADIAN GALLON - so also there was a DIFFERENCE between the BABYLONISH-HEBREW-GREEK-
PERSIAN STANDARDS - so the "TALENT" can be DIFFERENT even under the same system - whether for a UNIT of GOLD or SILVER so that one can be DOUBLE that of the other. It could be 100 lbs. WEBSTER says the ATTIC TALENT was 57.85 lbs.)

Let it be HALF that again - between the GREATEST EARTH-QUAKE the world has even known - MOUNTAIN CHAINS SINKING from CALIFORNIA through OREGON/WASHINGTON/BRITISH COLUMBIA - TO ALASKA - 1884 GC 454 (637). Let the HAILSTONES be HALF the 57.85 lbs weight - the TALMUDIC JEWS who still want to set up their "KINGDOM!" on earth with JW-HWA-MORMONS - and now WAGGNERIAN SDA MAXWELL-HEPPENSTALL-WRIGHT-BRINSMEAD-HUDSON.

As SENILE doddering old Maxwell as he gasps his last with that book - and EQUALLY SENILE General Conference BEACHES calling for "UNITY!" - with HISTORY BEHIND THEM - in "Key '73" the greatest UNITY this denomination ever hopes to see! BECAUSE THE LORD HAS TWO PROMISES FOR HIS PEOPLE:

There is a Ten Virgin Parable - A SPLIT IN THIS CHURCH. The FOOLISH separate from the WISE - and the WISE from the FOOLISH. Where does BEACH find his wonderful "UNITY!" there? When a "MOVEMENT" - is to "COME!" GC 464. The page of all the pages of the Testimonies. FOLLOWED by the DOCTRINES the "OMEGA!" - will be teaching. Found in the SAME chapter following GC 464 to 473.

1844) for while we were in this stupid, dark and still time, (Midnight) a cry was raised which clearly proved that the bridegroom could not come until at least three months.

Secondly, by the tens of thousands of confessions which these very same virgins made, at private and general conferences, and camp meetings, after they were aroused by a cry at midnight. So clearly was this part of the parable fulfilled, that I can now hardly remember an individual among all the virgins that did not confess (and many with pungent sorrow) their stupidity and lose of interest in the doctrine and time of the Advent. It may answer for individuals who seldom visited our general meetings, to deny this fact, but any one who frequented them at this crisis, must have had their ears open, and been fast asleep, not to have witnessed the multiplied and continual cases of this kind in all parts of the meeting. But why need I labor any further to prove what almost every living virgin in that company known was their experience. I think it would be as easy to prove that we never had any meetings after April 1844. I think this, with what other additional evidence we shall offer in another place, will sufficiently demonstrate the correctness of the case. The epistle to the Ephesians, fulfills the conditions in 5: 5; viz.: became drowsy and fell asleep while the Bridegroom tarried.

THE ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY FOUR THOUGHT.

"And I looked, and lo, a Lamb stood on the mount Sinai, and with him an hundred and forty and four thousand, having his Father's name written in their foreheads." Rev. xiv. 1.

"And after these things I saw four angels standing upon the four corners of the earth, holding the four winds of the earth, that the wind should not blow upon the earth, nor upon the sea, nor upon any tree. And I saw four angels standing upon the four corners of the earth, holding the four winds of the earth, that the wind should not blow upon the earth, nor upon the sea, nor upon any tree. And I heard the number of them which were slain; and there were slain an hundred and forty and four thousand of all the tribes of the children of Israel." Rev. xvi. 1-4.

To what state of the church do these scriptures apply? Evidently to the present. But as some doubt this position, we wish briefly to give some reasons for believing that the 144,000 are those whom God has saved, and that the members of the church of the first three thousand years, and the church of the Philadelphia church, are the true church of the last days, just as the church of the Philadelphia church was the true church of the last days, just as the church of the Philadelphia church was the true church of the last days, just as the church of the Philadelphia church was the true church of the last days.

"The history and description of the 144,000 apply to those who are to be called at the coming of the Lord, and to no other class. First, having his Father's name written in their foreheads." Said the angel to John in the Philadelphia church, 'I have chosen the Philadelphia church as the true church of the last days, just as the church of the Philadelphia church was the true church of the last days, just as the church of the Philadelphia church was the true church of the last days, just as the church of the Philadelphia church was the true church of the last days.'

The song of Moses was the history and deliverance of Israel. The new song of the 144,000 will also be of their experience and their deliverance. The reason why none but the 144,000 can learn or sing this song, will be because the history and deliverance of no other class will be like those who pass through the time of trouble, and are changed 'at the twinkling of an eye' at the coming of the Lord.

"The new song of the 144,000 will also be of their experience and their deliverance. The reason why none but the 144,000 can learn or sing this song, will be because the history and deliverance of no other class will be like those who pass through the time of trouble, and are changed 'at the twinkling of an eye' at the coming of the Lord. This song is a new song,"
THE ADVENT REVIEW.

The 144,000 are 'not defiled.' Why not defiled with them? Because they obey the voice from heaven, saying—'Come out of her, my people, that ye be not PANTAKERS OF HER SINS,' [be defiled,] and the ye reomve not of her plague.' Rev. xiii. 14.

Fourth. 'These are redeemed from among men.' Not out of their graves; no, no.' FROM AMONG MEN.' They must, therefore, be the living saints who are changed to immortality at the coming of the Lord. The sleeping saints are not 'among men.'—Those who came out of their graves at the time of the First Advent were not among men. No, there is no word in the silent grave. Some say that the 144,000 were the infants slain by Herod. Those infants had been slain more than thirty years, and of course had returned to dust again. What folly to say that they were redeemed 'FROM AMONG MEN!!!' There is no consistency in such a view. The simple truth on this point is this:—The 144,000 are on the earth, 'among men,' [the wicked], at the coming of Christ, and at the 'voice of the arch-angel' they are changed in a moment, and are 'caught up' FROM AMONG MEN to meet the Lord.

Fifth. 'Being the first fruits unto God and the Lamb.' The first fruits in this text, do not refer to the type—the 'head of the first fruits of the harvest,' which the priest waved before the Lord in the morning after the Sabbath.' Lev. xxiii, 10-12. That was fulfilled in Christ when He was the first fruits after his resurrection. Paul does not say, Christ and 144,000 the first fruits, no; no; the 144,000 are a part of the great harvest, in the end of the world, of which the risen Saviour was the sample, or first fruits. If Paul had said, Christ and 144,000 the first fruits, and there was no other testimony in the way, then we might with safety believe that they were raised at the First Advent; but as it reads 'Christ the first fruits,' we think it safest and best to believe it as it reads.

'Of his own will he giveth us the word of truth, that we should be a KIND OF FIRST FRUITS of his creature. James i. 18. It will yet be more clearly seen that the living saints will be delivered by the voice of God, and have power over the nations before the Second Advent.' Their captivity will be turned, and the yoke broken from off their neck, and destroyed, BECAUSE OF THE ANOINTING.' See Isa. x. 27. The latter rain—the outpouring of the Spirit—prior to the Advenst, will ripen the 144,000 for the harvest, while the other saints will be still sleeping in the grave. In this sense they will be 'the first fruits unto God and the Lamb. Then they will be without fault before the throne.' They will confess all their faults while Jesus is in the Sanctuary ready to blot them out, and they will be borne away by the scape-goat, just before our High Priest comes out to bless his waiting people.

The Seal.—God has ever had a test truth, with which to seal his people. See Eph. ii. 13; Rev. ix. 4. 'And I saw another angel ascending from the sun, having a SEAL of the living God.' Rev. xi. 1, Whiston's translation. But the last sealing truth is the immutable law of Jehovah, on which the Seal is the basis of the Holy Spirit's work among Jesus Christ our Lord. Let me, reader, ask you a question. Do you believe that we can have salvation through Jesus, while violating all or either of the other nine commandments? You answer no. Neither can you have salvation through Jesus, if you reject the clear light of the Holy Sabbath. The Sabbath is the seal, and the Holy Spirit is the sealer. After ye believed ye were sealed with the Holy Spirit.' Eph. i. 13. 'And grieve not the Holy Spirit of God, wherein ye are sealed unto the day of redemption.' Eph. iv. 30.

[There is NO NAME on this Sheet. Therefore you are free to XEROX it and send it out. You can have 500 or 1,000 XEROXED at a surprising low Price. TITHE can be used for the TRUTH.]

= NO NAME PRINTING. =

AND THE TRUTH IS "THE ADVENT REVIEW" = Publishing Committee of 1850 — Signed their Names to a Resolution that JAMES WHITE should print what the Religion of 1850 was in regard to who the SEALED 144,000 will be. They went to a great deal of CARE — since so many Winds of Doctrine were blowing = even at that Time = that they wanted to leave a permanent Record of what their Faith was.

THIS IS THAT RECORD

THE PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH= ["CHURCH!"=NOT a "CONDITION!"] Came forth in 1844. SOP 4:268-9. [See CHANGES in your GC 430. See next pages to Reply to "SHUT DOOR" allegations that hold no Water.] No matter if: "ALL OUR LEADING MEN should refuse LIGHT and TRUTH, that "DOOR" will still remain "OPEN." The Lord will raise up MEN who will give the people the "MESSAGE" for this Time." TM 107. 1893 GW 126. BEAUTIFUL PHILADELPHIA was BORN = not BURIED = in 1844. And she goes through = to the End. "TO THE REMNANT...!" WFT 14 = [Footnotes.]


TO BELONG TO the 144,000 we must: "...JOIN the Church TRIUMPHANT!" FCE 179. "The Lord will surely pass us by, and choose OTHER AGENCIES who WILL take hold of His WORK..." FCE 206. When it will be seen the Lord will take charge of the work Himself = and He calls a MYSTERIOUS "PROCESSION!"=COL 406. The WISE among us = if "WISE" enough = "...JOINED the THRONG = and the DOOR was SHUT!" COL 406. "Our people were moving INTO LINE!" TM 515. [They did not FORM the Line how could they? they were all "ASLEEP!" Matt.25:5-7. COL 406. GC 393. "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" and "REJOICE!" that this Truth came in the Nick of TIME! Pass it on to "OTHERS!" "...the Lord chose OTHERS... And then these LEADERS...act like men who have LOST their REASON!" TM 70. "...the MESSAGE will only MADDEN those who OPPOSE it..." GC 607. SOP 4:424. [Since when did Church-Leaders lead anyone right = anyway = ??]
So where does that leave BEACH in his eleven R&H articles calling for more "UNITY!"

1973 - FROOM engineered the AWAKENING JESTERS into the GREATEST "UNITY!" ever seen for "MISSION-KEY '73."

1970-1975 - in these five years they LOST - 395,000 OLD-LINE MEMBERSHIP. How MAD they get when we DOCUMENT what we say. RH July 14, 1975., p.7 (811).

THE OLD INDEX had ONE reference - the NEW ODOM WONDER does not even list ONE - because the BEACHES vote to keep such things HIDDEN from the "CONSERVATIVE CLASS" who might just develop enough Godly INITIATIVE to come to grips with the statements that say there is coming a "SCATTERING!" among this people. Even from "EVERY ONE of our institutions!" This seems to be for the same serious reason for the sudden "AWAKENING" coming to the Ten Virgin Church in the hour of their OMEGA MIDNIGHT.

"We are going to be greatly SCATTERED before long." FCE 535. "Soon will be fulfilled the words: "I will TURN and OVER- TURN." We know not just when this will be accomplished, but the time will come when there will be a SCATTERING from Battle Creek." T8:86. 1901.

"NO JERUSALEM CENTERS are to be made. If such centers are made, there will be a SCATTERING of the people OUT of them, by the Lord God of Heaven." RH 6:437. July 15, 1914. "Many will cease to pay HOMAGE to manmade INSTITUTIONS, and will take their stand FEARLESSLY for the side of God and His LAW." (Same. p.372.)

"I tell you in truth, the Lord is about to TURN and OVERTURN in the INSTITUTIONS called by His name." TM 373.

STRANGE AS IT MAY SEEM - the "SCATTERING!" time is also the "GATHERING!" time. Not so strange once we think it through. They would NEVER be GATHERED into the 11th hour - 32
"PROCESSION" - if they did not OBEY the MIDNIGHT CRY - "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"

I suppose it would take a mind as FLEXIBLE as BEACH'S or HUDSON'S or the WRITER of that MEGALOMANIAC BOOK - "THE SECURITY OF SALVATION" by Southern Publishing Association, Nashville, TN. 1978. (Richard Nies.) If he can TWIST the 144,000 around so they mean NOTHING - and can ECHO the teachings of BRINSMEAD/PAXTON to suit HEPPENSTALL and BABYLON - he ought to be able to help BEACH to make these "SCATTERING!" statements of NON-EFFECT, as the Jews also did by their TRADITION.

"IN THE BATTLE IN THE DAY OF THE LORD!" IS HOW EW 69 starts out. That there would be a "CRUMBLING" and a "SCATTERING" in the "GATHERING" - (SEALING) TIME. That if things went on as they are - as BEACH would like them to CONTINUE - then "THE REMNANT!" would "NEVER BE GATHERED!" (SEALED!) EW 74. That this "GATHERING" would take place when the JEWS would try to have FULL CONTROL of "OLD JERUSALEM!" - But which they NEVER WILL HAVE - !!! EW 175. PT 87. RH 1:11; 3:632.

This is called a "BINDING IN BUNDLES" - the FOOLISH TARES uniting with their own for the "BURNING!" And the WISE WHEAT called "JEWEIS!" - SEALED by the SEALING ANGEL. And while the R&H and BEACH/HUDSON/NIES call for "UNITY!" the word "SEPARATION!" is called for - "COMPLETE SEPARATION!" "Those who have been members of the SAME FAMILY - will be "SEPARATED!" TM 234-5. GC 612. "The HOLY attract the HOLY." TM 235.

DO YOU REALIZE - that we are talking about the most important subject THERE COULD BE ??? Let's go over this again. The Church Leaders know only ONE THING. "UNITY!!!" With what? With the MAJORITY! "STAY with the LEADER-ship."
DID NO ONE TELL THEM - that the MAJORITY will be LOST? That the MAJORITY will be WRONG? They will turn COWARDS and FORSAKE us in the Crisis Hour. "THE GREAT PROPORTION of those who now APPEAR to be genuine and true will prove to be BASE METAL...they will COWARDLY take the side of the OPPOSERS...to stand in defense of Truth and Righteousness WHEN THE MAJORITY FORSAKE US - THIS WILL BE OUR TEST." T5:136. Psa. 119:126. T2:130. Ev. 361. T1:608. GC 608. RH 1:297; 5:245. Brisbin 11. T5:463,536.

WHAT IS THE TRUTH ABOUT UNITY? Do we need eleven articles by BEACH - or do we need Rev. 18 and this:

"THOSE WHO HAVE SOUGHT AN EXCUSE TO AVOID THE CROSS OF SEPARATION FROM THE WORLD WILL, WITH THE WORLD, BE TAKEN IN THE SNAKE. THEY MINGLED WITH THE TARES FROM CHOICE. LIKE drew to LIKE in transgression. IT IS A FEARFUL ASSIMILATION...they have their part with the root of all sin - THE DEVIL." TM 235.

THIS WAS SPEAKING OF THE SEALING TIME. To UNITE is FATAL. "SATAN was trying his EVERY ART to HOLD them WHERE THEY WERE, until the SEALING was PAST...and they left without a shelter from...the seven last plagues." EW 44.

MORE AND MORE OUTRIGHT BABYLONIANS are mounting the church pulpits - PAYING them as much as $2,500.00 for two "LARSON" meetings. How much do they pay RON NUMBERS and other BUMS? How much to PAXTON? PANNENBERG? Since Wieland and Short WELCHED - and OPENED THE FLOOD GATES for the BILLY GRAHAMS to take over in "IN COMMON" doctrine and style. Even the POPE is with CLOISTERS and VOWS of SILENCE/PENNANCE/POVERTY/OBEDIENCE - with Dante's INFERNO - PURGATORY/LIMBO/HELL/PAGAN RITES - is still - even though God declares him to be a BEAST - and dressed like the WOMAN of the Revelations - still and all - "WITHOUT QUESTION he is a DECENT HUMAN BEING..." R&H Oct. 25, 1979., p.18 (1162). K.H.W. (WOODEN HEAD.)
THE MESSAGE TO THEM IS VERY CLEAR: "In the closing work of God in the Earth the STANDARD of HIS LAW will be EXALTED (By adventists? Or will Adventists beat it DOWN!) FALSE RELIGION may prevail, iniquity abound, the love of many was COLD (FROZEN into an ICEBERG!) was COLD...DARKNESS, like the pall of DEATH...against the TRUTH, plot after plot...BUT IN THE HOUR OF GREATEST PERIL the God of Elijah will raise up human instrumentalities to bear a message that WILL—NOT—BE—SILENCED. In the GREAT CITIES (remember SPECTRUM and the LEGAL-BEAGLES — Margaret McFarland — calling for MORE WORK to be done in the BLACK "INNER CITIES!" — just as here PREDICTED!)" 

"IN THE GREAT CITIES of the land, and in the places where men have gone to the greatest lengths in speaking against the Most High, THE-VOICE—OF—STERN—REBUKE—WILL—BE—HEARD. (FROM YOU?) BOLDLY will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE (the Adventist UNPARDONABLE SIN?) DENOUNCE the UNION (Beach's favorite theme — UNITY!)

"BOLDLY will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of the CHURCH with the WORLD. FEARLESSLY they will call upon MEN and WOMAN to TURN from the observance of a manmade INSTITUTION (Billy Graham's SUNDAY on the PAPAL EASTER! "For SOLOMON went after ASHTORETH (EASTER!) the GODDESS of the ZIDONIANS...His fine sensibilities became BLUNTED, his conscience SEARED...to countenance LICENCIOSUS, REVOLTING RITES connected with the worship of CHEMOSH and ASHTORETH...He mistook LICENSE for LIBERTY...CHRIST with BELIAL...HIS CHARACTER, once noble and manly, became enervated and EFFEMINATE...Poor, frail human NATURE! ...Men today are no stronger than he...AHAB...JEZEBEL ...ALL ISRAEL were following after BAAL...CARMEL. Standing before AHAB, ELIJAH...and the prophets of BAAL and ASHTORETH (EASTER) QUEEN OF HEAVEN - LADY'S DAY to show off their UNMENTIONABLES - a day to parade themselves for to be seen of MEN!"

("NOT ONE in that vast assembly dared reveal LOYALTY to
JEHOVAH...DECEPTION and BLINDNESS (LAODICEA IS BLIND!) BLINDNESS had overspread Israel...they had failed to heed the words of WARNING...refusal to REPENT...the Lord ABHORS INDIFFERENCE...in a time of CRISIS...IN OBEDIENCE TO GOD'S LAW THERE IS LIFE. (RH 6:388)...

(JERICHO...the CENTER of the worship of ASHMORETH, VILEST and most DEGRADING of all Canaanish forms of IDOLATRY... "CURSED be the man (Old Nicholls!)...that riseth up and BUILDETH THIS CITY JERICHO!"...ASHMORETH...There is before THE CHURCH the dawn of a bright, glorious day, if she will put on the robe of Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS, (HOW-???) WITHDRAWING (UNITY-???) (with BILLY BABBLING GRAHAM-???)

("...if she will put on the robe of Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS, WITHDRAWING from all allegiance to THE WORLD." PK 57-9, 114,143,147-8,192,229-230,260. (But take it from the ORI-INAL because there never was any greater MESSING UP by the URIAH SMITHS - than in this book. And how can they say she "APPROVED" it all - when this was done in 1917 - two years AFTER she was GONE! HAD-THEY-LEFT-THIS-BOOK-ALONE - HIEBERT and SAMUEL ROBERTS would not have got to FIRST BASE with their "WAYMARK TEN COMMANDMENT ARK THEORY" - COMPARE HIEBERT REFERENCE - PK 187 - with ORIGINAL TEXT - RH 6:382,34. Nov. 20, 1913. LS 241. T7:16. SOP 2:49, 74,341. RH 5:492; 4:174,311-2.

WE BEGAN TO QUOTE from the ORIGINAL of PK 187 - BEACH wants NO-ELIJAH-MESSAGE as shown in GC 606-608. But here is the ELIJAH MESSAGE - keep EASTER and lose the SPIRIT and POWER of GOD! GC 443. And follow that with UNITY with BILLY GRAHAM and the POPE with BEACH/WIELAND/SHORT/ MAXWELL/RDB/FTW/HEPPENSTALL/"KEY '73!"

BEACH CALLS FOR "UNITY!" as the ULTIMATE - as did AHAB/ JABEZEL/SOLOMON/BALAAM/JUDAS - BEACH had the "UNITY!" of all "UNITIES!" in the threefold UNION of "KEY '73!" But what does God call for - ???

- 36 -
"IN THE HOUR OF GREATEST PERIL THE GOD OF ELIJAH will raise up...THE VOICE OF STERN REBUKE...BOLDLY WILL MEN... DENOUNCE the (BEACH) UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD...for the hour of His JUDGMENT is come...How long halt ye between TWO OPINIONS?" RH 6:382. Nov. 20, 1913. (SEE CHANGES in your PK 186-7. 1917.)

Mr. WHITE IS RIGHT - !!! Just as the PIG-HEADED King of Israel, Ahab, with his whore - JEZEBEL and her priests of the LOVE GROVES - just so this HISTORY will be REPEATED as the PIG-HEADED LEADERS today want to SHOOT DOWN! any "MEN OF GOD'S APPOINTMENT!" - want to ASSASSINATE THEM BEFORE THEY APPEAR!

So they seem to have only ONE RELIGION! "UNITE!" with their General Conference President Ahab and his world-loving T8:250 PROSTITUTE - "LAODICEA!" in the OMEGA of her "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" but - but - but -

"There is a TIME coming when God will let it be understood that His people are PREFERRED before TRANSgressors!" PUR 271. Oct. 7, 1909. (From a new book by "LEAVES," P.O. Box 440, Payson, AZ 85541. "PACIFIC UNION RECORDER ARTICLES" - $14.95.) [As this is a reprint of a 1979 publication, write to "LEAVES" for availability and price.]

ANYWAY - the above sounds like it is not only by Billy Graham's pork faith "ALONE!" But BABYLON is going to be "REWARDED!" as her "WORKS!" shall be! Rev. 14:13; 18:6; 20:12,13; 21:27; 22:11,12.

SO WE WILL LET THE BEACHES COME ARM IN ARM WITH LAWYERS (T8:69) - WITH THAT KIND OF "LEGALISM!" ALONE - AND BILLY GRAHAM BY THE OTHER HAND WITH STUPIDITY "ALONE!" Those who DO the WILL of my Father which is in Heaven - will UNDERSTAND that we must "ADD!" to our

- 37 -
"FAITH!" some solid KNOWLEDGE! Ask that three-year-old if you ADD something to something - does $1 + 1 = 1 - ???. Seventh-day Adventist leaders better go back to school. And learn about STEPS! to Christ! If WIELAND and SHORT had not WELCHED in 1950 - this OMEGA OF APOSTASY would NEVER have developed as it did - into KEY '73! Does BEACH want us to REPEAT that DISGRACEFUL PERFORMANCE - ???. What will they do - COME NEXT EASTER - ???. BAKE CAKES TO THE QUEEN OF HEAVEN? AND ALSO SEAR THEIR CONSCIENCE AS WITH A HOT IRON?

As the drunken stupid KENNEDY stirred the hornet's nest in CUBA - and did not make a job of it, thus STIRRING up an ATOMIC WARHEAD NEST aimed at the heart of America.

* * * * * * *

JUST SO the stupid WIELAND and SHORT stirring up the question of UNITY with BILLY GRAHAM with VOP RICHARDS and effeminate FAGAL - not MAN enough to see it through. Would better have "STOOD-IN-BED!" rather that stir the hornet's nest, and then back off. Had no faith in God that He would see them through.

Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω

JUST SO this BEACH has stepped out of his coffin to hammer at "INDIVIDUALITY!" - and then hands us WHAT? "There is little or no UNIFYING POWER in merely preserving the teachings of the PAST!" RH Nov. 1, 1979. p.9 (1185).

* * * * * * *

THAT-LEAVES-THE-DOOR-WIDE-OPEN-!!! for them to go into the INNER CITIES - to do a MARVELOUS WORK there - NOTHING will be allowed to stand in the way of this NEW MOVEMENT with a NEW RELIGION, based on BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER - Beach wants MORE-MAXWELL-BOOKS! But - but - but -

"...they would place their dependence on HUMAN POWER, which, without God, is WORTHLESS. (Did you MARK THAT?) Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, (GC 66. 1884 GC 196,285. TM 112. B7:42) on the SAND and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the structure." SM 1:205.

- 38 -
THAT MANMADE STRUCTURE would be no more enduring than JERUSALEM the UNHOLY CITY! Which even the disciples THOUGHT would NEVER come down! BUT—THIS—HISTORY—WILL—BE—REPEATED!—!!! Let the BEACHES and the NIES and the HUDSONS and other "JEWS"—explain this away—NEVER—READ—IN—ANY—SDA—CHURCH!

"JERUSALEM is a representation of what THE CHURCH WILL BE IF IT REFUSES TO WALK IN THE LIGHT THAT GOD HAS GIVEN."

That is why they CHANGED the FIRST CHAPTER of that book—and why they want to RAILROAD her OUT completely! That is why BEACH steps into the gap—we do not need her books as once given to the Saints. We will go by the NEW BLACK LIGHT such as the MAXWELL BOOK featured to THIS DAY and NO BEACH will risk his NECK to EXPOSE the cheap CHARADE! Calling for a "MESSIAH!" to come to set up his "KINGDOM!" And force-change their "CHARACTERS!" when he comes! When the TRUE-SON-OF-GOD-COMES for the 144,000—THE WICKED ARE "DESTROYED!" by the brightness and glory of His COMING or APPEARING. This USED to be our religion once—upon—a—time! But BEACH sees NO VIRTUE in: "...the TEACHINGS of the PAST!" And ENDS with ONE GOD! (JUDAISM!)

Dear Bro. Bain:

Glad you enjoy the tapes sent to you by Sr. Ann. So you just bought a "PANASONIC" machine? I have three of them. Not that I think they are the best. Would be glad to have a tape from you playing the organ. Will remind me of having enjoyed that when we met. Yes—there is a lot in EW 33. (My cross-references are: EW 37,65. T5:679. WTF 10.) "AT THE COMMENCEMENT of the Time of Trouble, we were filled with the Holy Ghost as we went forth and proclaimed the Sabbath more fully. THIS ENRAGED THE CHURCHES and NOMINAL (WEBSTER: by name only. Fakers. Counterfeit.) NOMINAL ADVENTISTS...And at THAT TIME..." EW 33.

This is among the PREDICTIONS of EVENTS in their ORDER.
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So here we see what will happen "AT THIS TIME." Not at any other time - but at "THIS TIME!" - one has to be very careful to sort this out. Why should this ENRAGE! ADVENTISTS like HUDSON-BEACH-LITTERELL-??? Or other SABBATARIANS-??? Because they have been beating their tom-toms for "BY FAITH ALONE!" Started by FROOM and ANDERSON when they put out the QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE BOOK - and now going LOWER than BABYLON by railing at "MORAL BEHAVIORISM!" Hudson hates that so MUCH - he rails at it 24 times in 8 "LAYWORKER" articles.

You have sent me literature so I know you are alert to TALMUDISM - what else is this - HUDSON in LAYWORKER p.19, Spring 1977. "BIBLICAL MYSTICISM vs MORAL BEHAVIORISM."

WEBSTER does not value Hudson's "MYSTICISM!" very highly. (WEBSTER: VAGUE SPECULATION!) That is almost as bad as RICHARDS (which old FROOM listed as the basic for the "COMING ADVANCE!" would be based on:)

"FAITH ONLY, plus NOTHING and minus NOTHING!" p.619. VOP RICHARDS by FROOM in MD 619.

When FROOM wrote the book for DANIELLS to sign his name to - they also SEPARATED what God had joined together: "How can such demands be met by faith INSTEAD OF BY WORKS?" p.18. COR. 1941. Why - those people do not want any "WORKS!" - at all! No wonder they join with DUKE ELLINGTON: "I've got plenty of NOTHING - and NOTHING'S PLENTY for me!" 1974.


All the Adventist Ministry took off on a tizzy - when FROOM-DANIELLS WROTE: "THIS IS EXPLAINED JUST HOW FAITH TAKES-THE-PLACE-OF-WORKS and is accounted RIGHTEOUSNESS. THIS-WONDERFUL-TRUTH(?)...should enable us to CEASE from our own WORKS, EFFORTS, and STRUGGLES." COR 19,20.

THERE IS ONLY ONE WAY - to get such a bad taste out of our mouths and system - READ THE TESTIMONIES! "The HYPNOTIC influence of SATAN will...clothe SIN with garments of RIGHTEOUSNESS, and lead many astray...Every facility has been placed in reach by our heavenly Father, that men may,
through well-directed **EFFORTS** regain their first **PERFECTION**, and stand **COMPLETE** in Christ...Man must cooperate with divine **POWER**, and put forth his human **EFFORT** to subdue **SIN**, and to stand **COMPLETE** in Christ...Man's **PART** is to lay hold by **FAITH** of the merits of Christ, and cooperate with the divine agencies in **FORMING** a righteous **CHARACTER**...**ADDITION** to our faith - **VIRTUE**...and to virtue - **KNOWLEDGE**...ye shall not be **BARNES** nor **UNFRUITFUL** in the **KNOWLEDGE** of our Lord Jesus Christ..."If ye **DO** these things...ye shall never **FAIL**."..."But he that **LACKETH** these things is **BLIND**..." **THERE SHOULD BE KINDLED** in our hearts an earnest desire to put every faculty of mind and heart to **Diligent EFFORT**, proportionate to the **Reward** presented." PUR 113, 258, 272, 279, 128-9.

When we thus teach the **LAW-WORK-ES-EFFORT-STRIVING-OVERCOMING** - "**MORAL BEHAVIORISM**!" - more fully - this will **FOOL-THEIR-plot** to win the friendship of the World by teaching the **SAME** - "**IN COMMON**!" (GC 445) as they do. That is the **PLOT of the "KNOW-NOTHINGS" and the "DO-NOTHINGS"!" And as written in EW 33 - "The ENRAGED the CHURCH and NOMINAL ADVENTISTS." Actually that means - "**THE CHURCH** (SDA CHURCH) and "**NOMINAL ADVENTISTS**" (THE COUNTERFEIT HUDSON AWAKENING.) Another testimony that they **FAKED**! See ORIGINAL WTF 19. (There is no "...ES" - about it!) It is **THE CHURCH**!

Yes - we should advertise in **SPOTLIGHT!** or **ENQUIRER!** to expose these fakers! We should work on the AD.

Dear Mr. Burnside:

We will try to remember you as another that looks up the references - **MANY TIMES!** which adds double to the appreciation. The Government Highways Department has already done a little - they put up two ARROWS at that corner. More later.
Dear Brother Hoehn:  

October 20, 1979

Thank you for your latest publication which I have just read through. I like the way you stand so solidly for the Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy and lay the ax to the root of the tree and let the chips fall where they may.

I was born about three months before you were, also in 1911. Yes, you have lots of heartaches and trouble, and I know how it feels, Brother. Because I too have lost everything in this world to obey God. I too have lost every earthly friend and I have cried my buckets of tears. Then I quit feeling sorry for myself, and determined to obey God all the way.

Your sarcasm sounds like Elijah and John the Baptist and Christ did not spare the scribes and Pharisees.

I have found something that you are probably long familiar with and also to me. But look it over again.

---

E.G.W. About 1908. WIND STORM.

Sr. White told me that a terrible storm of persecution was coming, like a wind storm that would blow down every standing object. NOT an S.D.A. was to be seen. They, like the disciples, ALL forsook Christ and fled. ALL who had sought positions were NEVER SEEN ANY MORE. AFTER THE STORM there was a great calm. Then the S.D.A.'s arose like a flock of sheep, but without shepherds. They ALL UNITED in earnest prayer to God, who answered by helping them choose leaders OF THEIR NUMBER who had never sought positions. They prayed most earnestly again for God's Holy Spirit, WHICH WAS Poured Upon Them, making them fully ready for service. They then UNITEDLY went forth as an army with banners fearlessly and fully to give the message to ALL the world. I was astonished and asked if that applied to Loma Linda as we were looking that way. Her answer was that it applied to the entire Denominational World."

Now I would like your thoughts on this prophecy.
(1) Storm coming. What is it?
(2) What will blow down every S.D.A.?
(3) Where are the S.D.A.'s then?
(4) Why did they flee?
(5) Are all position holders evil now?
(6) Where did they all go?
(7) What makes the calm?
(8) What causes the sheep to arise?
(9) Are the shepherds all false-hearted?
(10) United earnest prayer.
(11) Chose leaders who never sought positions?
(12) Filled with spirit. Leaders have no spirit now.
(13) Making them fully ready for service.
(14) They then UNITEDLY went forth as an army with banners. Fearlessly, and fully to give the message to all the world. (This message not going to the world now.)
(15) "It applied to all the DENOMINATIONAL WORLD."

Your Brother in Christ,
Al Wolfson

P.S. You can print any or all of this if you wish and my name and address also. I am not ashamed of the truth. $20.00 enclosed.

That is the complete letter.

Accompanying the letter is a one-page "STATEMENT MADE BY EGW AT LOMA LINDA" ...signed by "ELMER M. JOHNSON."

NOW - let us try to find out a little bit more about this "STATEMENT MADE BY EGW" - if she did not make it - there is nothing to reply to. I feel very sorry for those who FIX something in their mind - are SURE it is RIGHT - and then have to backtrack and start all over again on their way to the Kingdom.

FIRST - this is called a "WILL ROSS STATEMENT." It is NOT a WILL ROSS STATEMENT. WILL ROSS never SAW it - never SIGNED it. He passed away around 1945. While he was alive - he allegedly made the statement "MANY TIMES!" to E.A. ROGERS, 512 Concord Ave., Boulder, Colorado. (That was his address as of May 4, 1970 when he replied to M. PELCH, 5751 Cherokee Road, Stockton, Calif. regarding this matter.)
WILL ROSS died - 1945. ELMER M. JOHNSON - at the URGING of ROGERS - signed the "WILL ROSS STATEMENT" allegedly January 15, 1946. AFTER WILL ROSS was dead. WILL ROSS never saw the "WILL ROSS STATEMENT."

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

At best it is SECONDDHAND if not THIRD HAND.

△ △ △ △ △ △ △

SECOND - ROSE FERGUSON, 204 Park Ave., Galt, California on September 21, 1970 - received a reply from ARTHUR WHITE, of the WHITE ESTATE - regarding this matter. A few of his remarks are very enlightening -

WHITE ESTATE to ROSE FERGUSON -

"I would point out that in the first place we are dealing with a statement based entirely on the memory of one man... through the years (1908 to 1945) as Mr. Ross ponders the conversation with Sister White some of these matters have developed in his mind...we make the statement purely on the basis of our knowledge of the frailty of the human memory...This does not call in question the integrity of the man, but it does lead us to be guarded as to that which is based on memory..."

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

"It is stated in the document that Mr. Ross lived near Ellen White and often walked with her, and the year is given as 1908. This incident was supposed to have taken place at Loma Linda. According to our records, Ellen White was in Loma Linda in the year of 1908 from August 27 to September 5, A PERIOD OF 10 DAYS!

△ △ △ △ △ △ △

"In 1907, she was in Loma Linda for A FEW DAYS in April, two or three weeks in October, and just A FEW DAYS in December. These were hurried trips by Ellen White. SHE WAS RESIDING AT HER HOME IN ELMSHAVEN. So it could
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hardly be said that Mr. Ross lived near Ellen White. Also, these were in the later years of her life and Ellen White did not do much walking. She often went out in a carriage drive. At this particular time she was 80 years of age...

"Copies of the statement from Mr. Ross which we have, indicates that this was written out 36 YEARS AFTER...If this is so, it adds to our problem of lapse of time and unreliability of memory.

"Let's come to the statement itself...in 1943 D.E. ROBINSON, in visiting Colorado, was contacted by Brother Ross and he was asked if he remembered...Elder Robinson was connected with this office for many years, AND HE NEVER UNDERSTOOD THE EXPERIENCE OF THE CHURCH IN ITS LATTER DAYS TO BE DIFFERENT FROM THAT WHICH IS DESCRIBED HERE.

"For these reasons...THIS OFFICE CANNOT ACCEPT THIS REPORT...Sister McEnterfer and Brother Robinson...did no understand Mrs. White's teachings AT ALL as they are set forth in this statement...Sister White, of course, has written of the STORM WHICH IS COMING...(SM 2:376-80. EW 269. SM 2:68-9,396-7,64-6,492-8,406.)...DO NOT GIVE SUPPORT to this report which has come to you as written by Mr. Ross ...With the best wishes, Arthur L. White."

THIRD and FINALLY - if the WHITE ESTATE cannot accept this report -

WE CANNOT ACCEPT IT - DOUBLE - !!!

The reason being - that we know A-B-C.

(A) We know only too well what Sr. White DID WRITE!
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(B) We also know only too well - what ROGERS comes up with every little while to set Adventists up and down this Pacific coast - on a tizzy over. So what ROGERS goes for - WE SUSPECT!

(C) This is NOT - as Arthur White keeps repeating over and over again - a "WILL ROSS" statement - if he was as STRICTLY TECHNICAL as some seem to think he is - every time he wrote "WILL ROSS STATEMENT" he should have said "ALLEGED" - and put it in "QUOTES." Or else do the proper thing - refer to it as a "ROGERS-JOHNSON" statement - as WILL ROSS KNEW NOTHING-ABOUT-IT! He was not around when it was made by ROGERS-JOHNSON. It is, therefore - nothing more than MANY OTHER STATEMENTS made by many other ENTHUSIASTS - it falls in the category of a RUMOR. Like Dante's Inferno - RUMORS have a way of becoming TRADITION. "Full well ye make the Word of God of NON-EFFECT - by your TRADITION."

FIRST - as well as LAST - let us see what Sr. White DID WRITE, as we obey her instruction - that if we want to know what she DID WRITE - "GO BY MY PUBLISHED WORKS!" - PUBLISHED and PROOFREAD - by HER!

ARTHUR WHITE - goes into a long spiel about a "STORM!" that is to come. That is not the question AT ALL - !!! The question is - as you put it under (2)-(3)-(4)-(5)-(6)-(7)-(8)-(9)-(10)-(11)-(12)-(13)-(14)-(15).

THE QUESTION IS - does the STORM come - AND THEN A LULL? ROGERS-JOHNSON (Hiding behind a DEAD MAN!) - say "YES!" There is a period of respite.

SR. WHITE SAYS THERE IS NONE! "My guide said: "Elevate the Standard...You must set up no lower Standard...The refuge of LIES for the COVERING UP of sin must be TORN AWAY in order that poor deluded souls may not SLEEP on to their everlasting RUIN. The World is soon to be LEFT by the Angel of
of Mercy, and the Seven Last Plagues are to be poured out... Let not one soul think that he can HIDE from God's WRATH behind a LIE, for God will strip from the soul the refuge of LIES. The bolts of God's WRATH are soon to fall, and when he shall BEGIN to punish the transgressors, THERE WILL BE NO PERIOD OF RESpite UNTIL THE END. The STORM of God's WRATH is gathering, and those only will stand who are SANCTIFIED through the TRUTH in the love of God. THEY shall be HID with Christ in God till the DESOLATION shall be over-past." TM 182. 1894.

ROGERS-JOHNSON-(ROSS?) - see ONE ADVENTIST GROUP. And then they "ALL!" arose. That is against "ALL!" what BABYLON terms "EXEGESIS." Let us see what ELLEN WHITE has to say about proper "ORDER!" of EVENTS.

* * * * *

If Adventists want to understand the meaning of the word "ALL!" - then let them try to understand this:
(1) There is not "ONE!" church - there are TWO!
(2) The Preacher may read this Sabbath or any other Sabbath about one "CHURCH!" found in TM 15 - set forth in the FIRST PAGE of the book - as of FIRST importance. This is the Church that appears to fall - but does not fall - it remains. This is the "DESPISED REMNANT!" PK 591. T5:475. RH 5:387.

(3) Adventists under the steering of FROOM-ANDERSON, can PROVE that they are "NOT DESPISED!" BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM - ACCLAIMS them!
(4) This TRUE CHURCH is a "LITTLE COMPANY!" PK 605. Since they are SIGHING and CRYING about "ALL!" the ABOMINATIONS - they will certainly NOT be very popular. The WICKED MAJORITY will MOCK them just because they are so FEW and "FEEBLE!" - PK 590-2, that is why "MEN of POSITION and REPUTATION will JOIN with the LAWLESS and the VILE to take counsel (WITH LAWYERS!) AGAINST THE PEOPLE OF GOD." PK 605.

If the "REMNANT!" are "FEW" and "FEEBLE" - ADVENTISTS can "PROVE!" that they are NOT either FEW nor FEEBLE. "A LITTLE COMPANY!" - is NOT an ARMY of TWO or THREE MILLION!
And this "REMNANT!" are not led by any BIG GENERAL
CONFERENCE - but what was VERY CAREFULLY LIFTED OUT of
PK 593-5 - this "REMNANT" was led by "JOSUA...
ZERUBBABEL...It was under the leadership of these TWO MEN
that the REMNANT of Israel RETURNED AT THE CLOSE OF THE
70 YEAR'S CAPTIVITY..." Rh 5:387. January 16, 1908.

PK 677 says this work of "SPIRITUAL RESTORATION" - "...is to
be wrought in the CLOSING DAYS of this earth's history" - by
discovering HOLY MANUSCRIPTS "STRANGELY MISPLACED AND
LOST" - PK 392. RH 6:507. By an "EZRA" reading them and
every divine institution (SG 3+4(2)14) - is to be restored...
GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE...In clear, distinct lines they are to
PRESENT THE NECESSITY OF OBEDIENCE TO ALL THE
PRECEPTS OF THE DECALOGUE...They are to be REPAIRERS-
of these TWO MEN..." RH 5:387. January 16, 1908.

THE WILL ROSS (ROGERS-JOHNSON) STATEMENT -

leaves NO ROOM for TWO MOVEMENTS - let alone THREE. As
the Adventists to this day have only ONE "CHURCH!" that they
know anything about - or want to know anything about. When
Sr. White defined SEVEN CHURCHES!

(1) The JEWS were called "A CHURCH!" Even though in actual
fact they were a "SYNAGOGUE!" COL 294.

(2) Those who came OUT from the SYNAGOGUE were also
called a "CHURCH!" even though Christ and all His
Disciples were "JEWS!" - when these Jews left the Jews -
ythey automatically were no longer Jews but "CHRISTIANS!"
No longer a SYNAGOGUE but a "CHURCH!" "THE
APOSTOLIC CHURCH...THE EARLY CHURCH!" GC 39. COL
294. T5:456. SOP 2:40. TWO "CHURCHES!" - so far.

(3) Satan always tries to "DESTROY!" the "CHURCH!" - by
LAW and by VIOLENCE. Their "LEGALISM!" GC 41.

(4) Satan likes nothing better that to plant his BANNER in the
"CHRISTIAN CHURCH!" GC 42. "There have ever been
TWO CLASSES...THE OTHER CLASS shun the plain,
practical TRUTHS which EXPOSE their errors." GC 43.
Now see NEW LIGHT - in all references that deal with the
Lord raising up men that will "EXPOSE!" - "DENOUNCE!" - "CONDEMN!" - "CRITICIZE!" - "FIND FAULT!" And see how the FAULT- FINDERS leave those over 200 references OUT of their DUMB ODOM INDEX!" "THE FRIEND O! GOD" - such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES - and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMONS!" T4:615,396,173. "So do ALL those who cherish EVIL under a PROFESSION of godliness HATE those who disturb their PEACE by CONDEMONING their course of sin...they will, LIKE JUDAS BETRAY...THEM." GC 44. (How little Adventists know - what GC teaches - !!!) (Some need to read it ALL OVER AGAIN - especially the ORIGINAL - and MARK as they go!)

(5) While the CHURCH LEADERS are calling for "UNITY!" the same as the alleged "WILL ROSS" statement - it is SATAN THE GREAT UNIFIER - that UNITES them with APOSTATES and PAGANISM - it requires a "DESPERATE STRUGGLE" to "DISSOLVE ALL UNION WITH THE APOSTATE CHURCH." GC 45.

(6) In the following pages in GC - we have the continuing battle between the TWO CHURCHES! BOTH CALLED "CHURCH!" God has never given a HINT in His Word that He has appointed any WILSON with a battery of LAWYERS - to be the HEAD of His "CHURCH!" GC 50-1. Nor to keep EASTER. On Billy Graham's SUNDAY. GC 52. But CONSTANTINE managed it. GC 53,54. This is called "VORKS of their OWN!" GC 55. So they fixed up the WRITINGS and declared that the BIBLE is "ERRING!" - but no: the CHURCH LEADERS! GC 56-7. Just stay with THEM!

SO NOW WE SEE NEW LIGHT IN -

"Satan exults, for he has INSPIRED them...They are following in the tracks of ROMANISM!" TM 362. T7:181. DA 618.

(7) ROMANISM filled their coffers with the invention of "MOTHER MARY" has more compassion than Christ. So the "IMAGE OF THE BEAST" has "MOTHER LAODICEA" as THE VESTAL VIRGIN FOR OUR TIME, this "SENSELESS MUMMERY." GC 58-9. This is their "MIDNIGHT!" GC 60.

(8) THE WALDENSES, branded as "OFFSHOOTS!" and "HERETICS!" Because they DOUBTED and QUESTIONED the HOLY INFAILLIBILITY. GC 61. The WALDENSES and SR. WHITE - called the Holy See in Rome a "CHURCH!" and
"BABYLON!" on the same page. GC 65. WYCLIFFE - "FEARLESSLY ACCUSED the priesthood." GC 81. Those who stayed with the institution, he called "the DUPES of the MONKS!" 83. The Papal thunders were soon hurled at him. GC 85. With HUSS-JEROME-LUTHER-ZWINGLE-FAREL-SIMONS-TAUSEN-ORANGE-PETRI-MELANCHTHON-TYNDALE-FLAVEL-WESLEY- we now have TWO CHURCHES. The PURITANS came to AMERICA. GC 289-298. SEPARATION builds a "CHURCH!"

(9) The JEWS degenerated so the CHRISTIANS had to SEPARATE. The CATHOLICS degenerated so the REFORMERS had to leave. The REFORMERS went BACK to the teachings of ROMANISM and PAGANISM (Christmas-Easter-Sunday-Hell) so in 1843 there was a battle for separation from the lovers of the world - the Wm. Miller movement. Here we do not trust your GC so we move to 1884 GC 202-221.

(10) Adventists are all confused about what happened next. The Wm. Miller movement ground to a total HALT in 1843. The "FIRST ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" - not found in your GC but found in ORIGINAL 1884 GC 222. The "SECOND ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" - 1884 GC 230. The "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" - 1884 GC 273 - declared the Wm. Miller and Protestantism of the UNITED STATES to be "BABYLON!" 1884 GC 232. (Your book GC 383.) SEPARATION again became necessary to find "THE CHURCH!"

WILL SOME ONE COUNT - the number of "CHURCHES!" we have here? With ONE MORE TO GO! "THE CHURCH!" called a "CASKET" in EW 81 in Wm. Miller's dream - that this CHURCH of his, holding 50,000 (GC 376) - would be torn in little pieces and trampled in the "DIRT-SHAVINGS-RUBBISH-SAND" (SM 1:205.) THE GRAND "COUNTERFEIT!" - another CASKET would come forth "MUCH LARGER!" EW 83. SM 1:266. COL 117. T6:132,261. RH 1:574; 3:195-6,279. PK 409. OLSON 301. SOP 4:59. ARA 264. ST 3:191,246,277,317,333,368.

THE LAODICEAN "SYNAGOGUE!" found on the next page in TM 16 - also called "CHURCH!"...

THIS LAODICEAN SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN would NOT go DOWN and then come UP again!
But will go **DOWN** and STAY **DOWN!** Excepting for a very feeble "REMNANT!" that the "MAN WITH THE DIRT-BRUSH!" - would pick OUT in the SEALING TIME to make up that LAST CASKET (CHURCH!) T6:261,309,366,132.) the 144,000 would have to be a "MUCH LARGER" CASKET - EW 83 TO HOLD, not 50,000 but 144,000. From twelve tribes. T8:41 shows the BATTLE we are now entering - and the "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" is the SAME ONE that came forth with the opening of the 6th Seal period - "CONQUERING and to CONQUER!" T8:41 - but was TRAMPLED in the DUST by the LAODICEAN COUNTERFEIT - and the BATTLE ENDS WITH "The Captain of our Salvation was ordering the Battle... (He ordered: "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES for the BURNING!" and a "COMPANION of FOOLS will be DESTROYED!")...press the BATTLE to the GATES...CONQUERING and to CONQUER. At last the victory was gained. The ARMY following the BANNER with the inscription, "The COMMANDMENTS of God, and the FAITH of Jesus," was gloriously TRIUMPHANT!" (The Church Triumphant!) T8:41. Rev. 6:2; 19:14.

**WHICH CHURCH GOES THROUGH - ???** The one in TM 15 or the one in TM 16 - ??? The one in GC 444 - or the MYSTERIOUS "MOVEMENT" of GC 464 that steps forth like Cinderella in the "MIDNIGHT HOUR!" - called a "BRIDE!" in a "PROCESSION." COL 406.

**THE TEN VIRGINS** are a "CHURCH!" - COL 406. (Bottom of page) - also GC 393. No one disputes that. That the Ten Virgins are a "CHURCH that shall live just before His Second Coming." COL 406. "THE CHURCH living in the Last Days." GC 393, 394, 400, 408. T8:304. 1884 GC 242.

**THIS "CHURCH!" - hears a "CHURCH!" - "They hear the...voice of the BRIDE!" COL 406. "The BRIDE is the CHURCH." MH 356. "His CHURCH...as His BRIDE" SM 1:305. "The CHURCH the BRIDE" Ev. 318. After all the Ten Virgins deals with a WEDDING - but do the TEN "BRIDESMAIDS" do anything more than LEAD the BRIDAL PARTY - ??? How can the Adventist Church - "MARRY!" Christ? When they are only the BRIDESMAIDS!" ST 3:138. Aug. 6, 1894.
THE "BRIDESMAIDS" - (Laodicean Church!) - was only to LEAD the BRIDAL PROCESSION - lead the BRIDE and the BRIDEGROOM to the WEDDING. BRIDESMAIDS do not MARRY the GROOM. But these even went to SLEEP on the job - and WAKE UP SUDDENLY to find the "PROCESSION!" going PAST them - had NO NEED of them! And if WISE enough - they would be saved but by the skin of their teeth! If they "JOIN!" the procession. LOOK FOR THAT WORD - "JOIN!" COL 406.

"Many poor OUTCASTS, even Publicans and Sinners (Harlots), will grasp the hope set before them in the Gospel and will go into the Kingdom BEFORE the ones who had great opportunities and great light, but-who-have-walked-in-DARKNESS...the door will be SHUT, and their KNOCK will be in VAIN." T8:75.

"The INDIFFERENCE which has existed among our Ministers in regard to HEALTH REFORM...is surprising. SOME who do not profess to be Christians...UNLESS WE AROUSE, they will go in ADVANCE of us." TM 417.

COL 406 was written in 1900. There we find what we have presented in these pages. We had to go from ONE BOOK to the OTHER - to "PROVE!" - that the "BRIDE!" is the real genuine LAST SAVED CHURCH! The Foolish Virgins are the LAST and the LOST Church. The wise Philadelphians have no idea of being LAST and LOST! They are NOT down below in COL 406 - but they are UP-ON-TOP! with that "PROCESSION!" with the "BRIDE!" - to prove this we had to resort to book after book - we had to do this FOR YEARS! Until we found what was written October 31, 1899. RH 4:109. And there we find it ALL TOGETHER! The way it belongs! "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" At the call, the sleeping eyes are opened, and EVERY ONE is AROUSED. They see the PROCESSION they are to JOIN moving ON, bright with torches (They had much LIGHT!) and glad with MUSIC. ("I seemed to hear the MUSICAL VOICES of these angels sounding EVERYWHERE!") They hear... the voice of the BRIDE...the BRIDE is the CHURCH..."
If the MESSAGE and the WORK goes forward: "CONTRARY (Webster: the-very-opposite-of!) CONTRARY to any human PLANNING!" TM 300. - then perhaps to be saved at all - those WISE enough will LEAVE the FALLEN CHURCHES and take their stand with the REMNANT! Found in TM 15 and NOT the BIG SYNAGOGUE of Satan found in TM 16. WHICH CHURCH GOES THROUGH - ???. We have yet much to write on this COMPLEX SUBJECT. Just like do not "CONDEMN!" - the "BRETHREN!" - but FIRST we have to FIND the CHURCH OF THE REMNANT "BRETHREN!" - before we can possibly "ACCUSE!" - or "CON- DEMN!" them! FIRST we must FIND them.

ARE THEY HERE - DO THEY "UNITE" WITH THIS CROWD?

"In the great closing work of the Rebellion the POWERS of EVIL will UNITE in a desperate struggle to work out their deceptive PLANS...to lead souls to RUIN. MINISTERS AND PHYSICIANS AND MEN IN POSITIONS OF TRUST AS LAWMAKERS (LEGALISTS!) WILL UNITE IN THIS WORK OF REBELLION. THOUSANDS are already taking their place on the side of Satanic agencies. Some of these wear a pretentious garb of RIGHTEOUSNESS, but it is the FORM of godliness without the POWER...TOO LATE. TOO LATE they will see that Angels of God are in the WARFARE AGAINST ALL WHO HAVE DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH." RH 5:546. September 30, 1909.

The haunting frightfulness in the "WILL ROSS" statement, it plainly gives "HOPE!" - where there is NO HOPE! It is PRO- CRASTINATION!

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

This is what we saw in the BRINSMEAD DOCTRINE right from the start. A-B-C.

(A) The Shepherd’s Rock - Houtteff promised that no one that came to his "JIM JONES" Waco, Texas Center - would DIE! Hence NO ARRANGEMENT was made for a graveyard! But they were forced to make one - and buried him in it!

(B) The Hudson Awakening - was based on the Saints boxed in a corner - "Pressed in on all sides by their enemies, there is only one way of escape - they must go INTO the Most Holy Place...the great duty which had been heretofore left
LONG AFTER PROBATION HAS CLOSED! As well as the MHP. For the Four Angles HOLD the Four Winds – EW 38. While Jesus is in the Most Holy Place. EW 58. The Nations even now want to be at each other’s throats. But the Winds will be held till the SEALING IS OVER. The Armies of Satan are kept at bay. But when Christ steps OUT of the Most Holy Place, as one R&H writer said: "ALL HELL!", will break loose. BC 7:967. Then the powers of earth will marshal their forces. BC 7:968. CHARACTER is the REQUIREMENT for the SEAL. BC 7:970. As the four angels let go – the Seven Last Plagues ENRAGE the WICKED – who now issue the DEATH-DECREE and for the first time – SURROUND the SAINTS. EW 36-7. GC 628-631. IS-THERE-A-WAY-OF-ESCAPE? No. RDB’s "Most Holy Place" that he never entered before – is now CLOSED! He is the Leader of the very FOOLISH VIRGINS – who do expect to be saved – IN-THE-TOO-LATE-HOUR! "THEY RECEIVED an UN-EXPECTED DENIAL...They were left standing WITHOUT, in the empty street, in the blackness of the night...The great final test comes...when it will be TOO LATE!" COL 406,412.

While the Foolish Laodicean "TOO LATE!" Virgins look for the World to ADMIRE and WORSHIP THEM! – Like a thunderclap – the DOOR of PROBATION is CLOSED! If Brinsmeead ever gave himself away – he did then. Looking for PROBATION – when it is ALL OVER! And the Most Holy Place – SHUT! EW 36,42,48,72,78. Do the Saints go "DOWN!" and then ARISE? "AT MIDNIGHT, with a terrific crash, it struck upon a rock, the passengers were AWAKENED (What an Awakening!) only to see with HORROR their HOPELESS condition, and WITH-THE-SHIP they SANK, TO-RISE-NO-MORE!" SM 2:128. FCE 348. TM 397.

THIS SAME ANNUAL COUNCIL - "The promise of the message is that some day soon the Church will FINISH its work in a blaze of GLORY and POWER!"

THIS HAS ALWAYS BEEN THE SHEPHERD'S ROD - ADVENTIST - AWAKENING DREAM - but I see the SPIRIT of God poured out with LATTER RAIN POWER after the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans. It AROUSED and ENRAGED the LAODICEANS - and what does it do for the world? "GREAT POWER was with these chosen ones. Said the Angel, "Look ye," My attention was turned to the WICKED, or UNBELIEVERS. They were all astir. (Coming to hear the message?) The ZEAL and POWER with the people of God HAD AROUSED AND ENRAGED THEM!" EW 272, 195, 198, 202, 204, 206. "The POWER attending the message will only MADDEN those who oppose it." GC 607. THE MESSAGE will go largely by COURT CASES.

(C) Another Hudson pet - Fred Wright - also looks for Christ to go into the Most Holy Place in the FUTURE. As does a new and dangerously clever writer - a Stan F. Smith of Nebraska - taking up where D.L.FRIEND and DOROTHY GRAHAM left off. The SAME as LESLIE HARDINGE at the GC Session - RH June 19, 1970. p.9,10. (161-2.)

This is a major decision of the SEALING that many have overlooked. They go and JOIN the ever-growing SDA MULTITUDES - OUTSIDE the Most Holy Place and: "They AT ONCE received the unholy influence of Satan!" 1846 Broadside. EW 56. Plain as plain can be - this shows two classes - both "BELIEVERS!" - but one is FOOLISH and JOINS the MAJORITY merely for the sake of "JOINING" - and hiding in the shadow of a MOB - but there is only one way to escape the Wolf-Pack - to take a stand in the BRIGHTEST LIGHT - the LIGHT from the Most Holy Place. "Satan was trying his every art to HOLD them where-they-were!" EW 44.

We need no "WILL ROSS" statement to see the "STORM!" - not here yet - and Adventists "JOIN" the other side. GC 608. The GREATEST DECEPTION anyone in this world will be called to meet "FACE TO FACE!" EW 88,262 - will be Satan in person. - 55 -
GC 624-5. The Adventists are calling for him to appear via that MAXWELL BOOK. Of 100 letters received - Adventists "ESPECIALLY LIKED!" chapters ten and eleven. Let us ask God to help us to try to save some - FROM ADVENTISM!

---

Dear Sr. Hamilton:

Thank you so much for your letter and all. There is so much to do and so little time. I have been working for two years on a tract for the world. We should put out the "TEN VIRGIN PARABLE #5" - and we should REPRINT a 25-page document showing the CHANGES in the books. For now I will send you the 1888 Publication. We are rowing UPSTREAM against an AVALANCHE of cascading PROPAGANDA building up the IMAGE of JONES and WAGGONER after 1888. They SIGNED their name to "LIVING TEMPLE" - 1903. JONES undertook to REWRITE "LIVING TEMPLE" with KELLOG and DR. SADLER from 1903 to 1910. But PAUSED in the middle of it to write "THE CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION" - 1905. Which the AWAKENING had the AUDACITY to present to us as the "MESSAGE OF 1888!" and also to the name you sent. (Not this.) Thank you.

I think you will find in these two publications more than enough to show the CHANGES in the books. In GC alone there are THOUSANDS OF CHANGES! See if you can get a GC in a used book store. Look for 1888 COPYRIGHT ALONE. No other. Then turn in that book to p.337 and see what "HOWARD CROSBY" says about "EASTER!" - and COMPARE with what "HOWARD CROSBY" said - in your GC. Look for other CHANGES: p.266,383,611,386,20,384,285,287,261,272,273,275, 276,277,490,312,439,579,301,334,568,306,307.

---

Dear Sister:

I avoid your name because I want to say a few words about HYPOGLYCEMIA. (LOW BLOOD SUGAR) from which 50% of people suffer, and do not know it. This is a new science. The brain cannot work without SUGAR. Taking pure SUGAR as they do in a "COFFEE BREAK" - only ADDS to the problem. It gives a SURGE of SUGAR - followed by the system injecting INSULIN to STOP-THE-SUGAR!

HYPOGLYCEMIA - then the individual goes into a NEW LOW in

- 56 -
brain sugar and the mind goes into CONFUSION. WIVES will SUSPECT the fidelity of their HUSBANDS - and HUSBANDS their WIVES. There are two dangers here:

(1) The CONFUSED one does not want to ADMIT that they are in TROUBLE - and need HELP. It is always the OTHER ONE - that is to blame.

(2) If the one in TROUBLE - recognizes the NEED of KNOWLEDGE as to the CONDITION, then there is HOPE. But if some DONKEY comes along in the garb of a PREACHER - and tells them all they need is FAITH "ALONE!" - without any WORKS-EFFORT-STRIVING - then, of course, the case is HOPELESS. So it is a blessing of God that He gives REPENTANCE. And REPENTANCE leads to CONVERSION - provided you stay a MILE AWAY from the FAITH "ALONE!" - preachers.

Sr. White taught "PREVENTION!" - without any help from the Seventh-day Adventist Church - RODALE took $300,000.00 out of his own pocket to keep the "PREVENTION" Magazine alive. The October 1979 issue is a JEWEL on the question of LOW BLOOD SUGAR. See p.56, 100, 126. BE CAREFUL about taking NIACIN - the most important vitamin known for this. Together with Vitamin B6. If your system needs it BAD - within SECONDS! one tablet will start an ITCHING from head to foot - this is known as a "NIACIN FLUSH!" - face and body will FLUSH RED. This is not BAD - this is GOOD. It may hit you INSTANTLY or in delayed action - maybe when you don't want it - up town or where other people can see you. Maybe an hour later. So do not take it when going out. More research needs to be done on this - this would be the time to take a RUB-DOWN, MASSAGE, or BRUSH-DOWN. This ACTIVATES the whole system. The question is - take it with FOOD or not? Or what FOOD would make it react more or less? Or in combination with other vitamins? We are dealing with CHEMISTRY - and CHEMISTRY can be very TRICKY. HYPOGLYCEMIA - LOW BLOOD SUGAR - 50% of all doctor and hospital patients are there for NERVE and MIND TROUBLE. Dr. Hoffer of Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada had led the world in NIACIN-B6 SCIENCE. It started in SWEDEN/NORWAY with the discovery that MENTAL PATIENTS showed a DIFFERENCE in the make-up of the BLOOD. Later the University of British Columbia - sent me a paper on their investigation of URINE SPECIMENS in relationship to MENTAL TROUBLE. They are finding out more every day.
Some PSYCHIATRISTS need to go to the right PSYCHIATRIST to have their BLOOD CHEMISTRY tested to find that HALF of them are in need of the right DOCTOR!

OCTOBER 7, 1993

After many moons - we finally got around to FINISHING THIS PAPER. It was PRINTED -

NOVEMBER 6, 1979

(REPRINTING BEGAN APRIL 1993.) "NEWSLETTER INSERT." THE REASON FOR "REPRINTING!" is because - no one in this world could do BETTER than we did - IN EXPOSING THAT ALLEGED "WILL ROSS STATEMENT!" IN FACT - JUST ABOUT NO ONE IN THIS WORLD WOULD EVEN TRY TO "EXPOSE IT!" Just about EVERYONE LIKES IT - !!! It is another "BLANKET OF ASSURANCE!" that NOTHING IS GAINED by obeying the "MID-NIGHT CRY!"

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

THE DEVIL SURE HAS A LOT OF HELPERS TO "...HOLD THEM WHERE THEY WERE, until the "SEALING!" WAS PAST, until the COVERING was drawn over "GOD'S PEOPLE!" and they LEFT-WITHOUT-A-SHELTER FROM "THE BURNING WRATH OF GOD!" in the "SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" EW 44.

I SUPPOSE MOST ADVENTISTS HAVE READ THAT -

A DOZEN TIMES - but did they UNDERSTAND IT -

ONCE-???

/

THAT SATAN is "TRYING HIS EVERY ART TO HOLD THEM WHERE THEY WERE-!!!" AND NOT:

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

AND DID YOU NOTICE - ???

SATAN IS "TRYING HIS EVERY ART!" EW 44. TO HOLD THEM - 58 -
WHERE THEY WERE—!!! FOR WHAT PURPOSE—???
So they would stand HELPLESS—without "A SHELTER!" (TELL THIS TO "MIKE CLUTE")

"NO SHELTER!" FROM THE "BURNING WRATH OF GOD!"

WHAT A FIX! THERE IS NO SALVATION WHERE THEY WERE!

"SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" would "SLAUGHTER!" THEM. T5:211.
It says "ALL!" of them! Their ONLY HOPE is to GET—OUT—OF—THERE—!!!
You know we have been TEACHING THIS FOR SIXTY YEARS—ANN DeMICHAEL SPARKED THE "TEN VIRGIN PARABLE!" We have NEVER REGRETTED IT—!!!

WE DO NOT SEE HOW YOU CAN DENY IT—!!!

THAT DUMB "WILL ROSS STATEMENT!" is just

an attempt by SATAN—as it reads here in EW 44, "TO HOLD
THEM WHERE THEY WERE—!!!" And END UP IN A HEAP—in
T5:211. EW 69. OUR MAIN CONCERN is to "PROVE!" it—with
every available "DOCUMENTATION!" we can find! And there is
an OCEAN OF PROOF NOW—!!!
Even if we should fail—the
"DOCUMENTATION!" does not fail—!!!
IT IS SOLID AS A ROCK!

THE DOOR IS SHUT—ON LAODICEA!

HE KNOCKS FROM THE OUTSIDE—!!!

YOU CANNOT FIND A SINGLE STATEMENT—

THAT HE EVER GOES IN—!!!—INSTEAD:

"The END is come upon MY PEOPLE of ISRAEL: I will not again
PASS BY them any more. And the SONGS of the TEMPLE shall
be HOWLINGS—IN—THAT—DAY, saith the LORD GOD; there shall
be MANY DEAD BODIES in every place; (The PROFESSED
"GOD'S PEOPLE!" give "THE LOUD CRY—???")—they shall cast
them forth WITH SILENCE!!!" AMOS 8:2,3. "They will be the
MOST—AWFUL—SCOURGES that have ever been known to
MORTALS...WRATH IS Poured OUT UNMIXED WITH MERCY!"...IN
THAT DAY, will desire the SHELTER (REMEMBER EW 44—???)
the SHELTER of God's MERCY which they have so long
DESPISED!...they shall WANDER from SEA to SEA, and from the
NORTH even to the EAST, they shall run to and fro to SEEK the "WORD OF THE LORD!" and shall NOT FIND IT!...the WICKED are DYING from HUNGER and PESTILENCE, ANGELS will SHIELD THE RIGHTEOUS, and SUPPLY their WANTS..."BREAD shall be given him; his WATERS shall be SURE!" GC 629.

THE 144,000.

"A THOUSAND shall fall at thy side, and TEN THOUSAND at thy right hand, but it shall not come nigh thee. Only with thine eyes shalt thou behold and see the REWARD-OF-THE-WICKED!" GC 630. (ASK HAL LINDSEY and his dupe WILSON - if the "LOVE OF GOD!" is "UNCONDITIONAL-???")

YOU WANT US TO GO BY FROOM'S "BIBLE ALONE-???"

WHY SHOULD WE BE AS DUMB AS THAT-???

We are now writing for the FEW who will look it up - we gave you GC 628-630. But get it BETTER and the FULL TEXT - 1884 GC 440 to 451. (Then read the NEXT CHAPTER-!!!) WHAT A REVELATION-!!! As you read this - think of the DUMMIES - SR. WHITE CALLED THEM WHAT THEY WERE-!!! "EDUCATED DUNCES!" In "SPECTRUM!" and the "WHITE ESTATE!" they would NEVER-TELL-YOU-THIS-!!! NO-NO-NO! This is "TOO NEGATIVE-!!!" (Especially from that IDIOT from the "REVIEW!")

LEARN ABOUT THE "SHELTER!"

LEARN ABOUT "THE SEALING!"

LEARN WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU ARE "NOT SEALED!" - "NOT SHELTERED!"

BRING YOUR FAMILY INTO LINE-!!! NOW-!!!

IF SOME "BONE-DUMB PREACHER" ECHOES "ROY A. ANDERSON!" AND TELLS YOU TO GET "HELL-TORMENT PRIEST!" "NO LAW HAL LINDSEY" BOOKS! WALK OUT AND TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU-!!! CALL ANOTHER FAMILY OVER FOR DINNER - and read the 1884 GC 440 to 451 and the NEXT CHAPTER-!!! WASTE NO TIME-!!! Do not WAIT for the "EDUCATED DUNCE!" - to take a "SMARTENING-UP PILL!" and do it now-!!! You really ENJOY the STUFF you get THERE-??? THE BIBLE AND TESTIMONIES SAY:

"FLEE OUT OF THERE!" "FLEE FOR YOUR LIFE!"
"LOVE-!!!"

This word or term – is thrown around IRRESPONSIBLY by all segments of society. All seeming to know what it means. But do they? What does it mean?

WHY DID GOD SAY "LOVE NOT-!!!"

"LOVE NOT the WORLD, neither the THINGS that are IN the WORLD. If any man LOVE THE WORLD, the LOVE-OF-THE-FATHER - is NOT in him! 1 JOHN 2:15. (Then it goes on to constitute what is meant or involved in "LOVING THE WORLD!") Some people spend ALL their TIME - ALL their ENERGIES (Great "DIPLOMATS!" Great "PSYCHOLOGISTS!") TRYING their EVERY ART - to be "FRIENDS!" of the WORLD! "PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT!" If they take no other COURSE - they take one in "PSYCHOLOGY!" (The art of "PERSUASION!") or "PSYCHIATRY!" (Adding "FORCE!" with MIND-BENDING "DRUGS!") (If that fails, add "SHOCK TREATMENTS!") How about DIET-VITAMINS-???

WHICH MAKES "SENSE-???

Is "LOVE!" the RIGHT TERM for "LUST of the EYES - LUST of the FLESH!" Our space is gone - so we cannot do justice to the question. But if you want an EXAMPLE:

"JERUSALEM!"

"THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" starts out in "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" 1884 ORIGINAL EDITION – (CHANGED and WARNED in all other EDITIONS.) With RUSHING IN to the "UNHOLY CITY!" that proved "A DEATH TRAP!" "N.A.D. ADVENTIST REVIEW" Oct. 7, 1993 as "HISTORY IS REPEATED!" (WITH A VENGEANCE!) "THE JACK-ASS SYNDROME!" is AGAIN calling all SAMARITANS - ESSENES - OFF-SHOOTS - BACK INTO THE "UNHOLY CITY!" - thinking there is STRENGTH in NUMBERS-!!! NOT KNOWING they are DESTINED to FIGHT/MASSACRE EACH OTHER-!!! ONE FACTION MORE CROOKED THAN THE OTHER - all ROLLED TOGETHER in the GRAND "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" But their brand of "LOVE!" as EXEMPLIFIED in this SPECIAL "REVIEW!" where "LOVE!" included HOMOS - LESBIANS - AIDS and ABORTION - the TRUE "PEOPLE OF GOD!" will OBEY THE

{CONTINUED ON BACK COVER}
LORD - "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" He is not in there at all! Although MILLIONS
may think so - the "REMNANT!" will obey T1:174-5. "THE REMNANT that is
ESCAPED of the House of JUDAH...For "OUT!" of JERUSALEM shall go forth "A
REMNANT!" and T'HEY that ESCAPED "OUT!" of MOUNT ZION: the ZEAL of the Lord of
Hosts shall do this..." ISA. 37:31-2. (God bless you as you do.)

"We must cherish "LOVE!", not THAT which is FALSELY CALLED "CHARITY!" which
would lead us to LOVE SIN and CHERISH SINNERS!" T4:558. "REMEMBER that DUTY
has a TWIN SISTER, "LOVE!": these UNITED can accomplish almost EVERYTHING, but
SEPARATED - NEITHER is capable of GOOD!" T4:562. T3:108. COL 143.

LOVE and DUTY

"LOVE!" has a twin sister, which is "DUTY"! "LOVE!" and "DUTY!" stand side by
side. "LOVE!" exercised while "DUTY!" is neglected will make children
"HEADSTRONG - WILLFUL - PERVERSE - SELFISH - and DISOBEDIENT!"

DUTY and LOVE

"If stern "DUTY!" is left to stand ALONE WITHOUT LOVE to soften and win, it will
have a similar result. "DUTY!" and "LOVE!" must be "BLENDED!" in order that child-
ren may be "PROPERLY DISCIPLINED!"...DUTY to REPROVE SIN and WRONGS in "THE
PEOPLE OF GOD!"...in MOST CASES the one REPROVED would accept the "WARN-
ING!"...OTHERS stand in the way. They come in as "SYMPATHIZERS!" and PITY the
one REPROVED and feel that they must STAND-IN-HIS-DEFENSE!..."YOU ARE ABOUT
RIGHT AFTER ALL!" These say to the sinner: "IT SHALL BE WELL WITH THEE!"...
And instead of RESISTING the DEVIL that he may "FLEE FROM THEM!"...make a COM-
PROMISE with the POWERS OF DARKNESS!" T3:195-6. "He was like a vessel at
SEA without an ANCHOR or a RUDDER!" T3:437.

WHY WILL MOST BE LOST - ???
FIND THE ANSWER AND YOU WILL BE SAVED!

"CHRIST will not undertake to TEACH the SELF-RIGHTEOUS - SELF-CONCEITED and
SELF-WILLED! If SUCH come to HIM with the inquiry, "WHAT IS "TRUTH-??" He
gives them NO ANSWER!" T3:449.

HEAVEN
AND EARTH SHALL
PASS AWAY, BUT
MY WORDS SHALL
NOT PASS AWAY.